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INSIDE Hardwiring to finish in fall
By Melinda Fleming, copy editor

• HEAVY HITTERS The Flames
baseball team is off to an 8-4
start, fresh of a series win over
Winthrop
this weekend. For
more
sports, see
page 14.
• BJU,
UNCOVERED

Bill Murray weighs in with his
opinion on the flap over the dating policies at Bob Jones
University. See page 8.
• FINE
LIVIN'ISTHE
LIFE FOR ME

Life! looks
at the highs
and lows of
off-campus
living,
including
tips on finding the perfect apartment. See
page 6.

Liberty University began making
great strides toward placing Its campus
on the cutting edge of technology
through hardwiring.
"We've done our best to scan our
future. When this network comes in,
we'll have a premier infrastructure,"
Maurice Zaffke, executive director of
information services said.
The problems caused by the massive
influx of Internet users on-campus and
limited phone lines available have not
gone unseen by the administration.
In an effort to accommodate the Internet users on campus, the new hardwiring system is being implemented in
several locations, including dorms and
academic buildings.
According to Larry Ferguson, a member of the purchasing department, "It
(the hardwiring system) will be 500 to

1,000 times faster than what we have
currently. When you try to download a
file off of the Internet, it will be (completed) close to instantaneously."
Aaron Matthes, ITRC department
head said, "With this new network, they
(students) are going to be able to connect
to a high-speed network, 24-hours a
day, no off-time at all and they are not
going to have to necessarily have to fight
over a phone line anymore."
The university has decided to implement this system not only to help end
the current problems, but It is an investment in the future for LU students.
"We feel that students coming in
expect it," Ferguson said.
The new system requires a complete
re-wirtng of the campus using fiber optic
cables that literally carry information at
the speed of light.
Please see HARDWIRING, page 5
mmmsm
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To the victors

• NURSING STUDENTS WIN LNSA
captured a handful of honors at
the state nursing convention,
and now must raise funds to
travel to nationals in Utah. See
page 3.

By Chris Edwards, editor in chief

University of Texas Professor Marvin Olasky will
speak to students, faculty and staff March 28 and
29 during the annual Liberty lecture se, ss.
Olasky will address the faculty on March 28 at
3:05 p.m. in Fine Arts 101. He will also meet with
journalism students on Wednesday, March 29 at 9
a.m. in DeMoss Hall 110, before addressing the student body in convocation at 10 a.m.
Olasky has served as editor of World magazine, a
newsweekly that covers major events from a biblical
perspective, since 1994. He teaches journalism at
Texas-Austin, and is a senior fellow at the Acton
Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty.
Olasky said his prepared lecture is titled "Biblical
Objectivity and Financial Temptations," which
examines the relationship between the editorial and
business sides of publications. However, he said he
may speak instead on the state of the presidential
campaigns and how to respond.
World was recently criticized by New York Times
columnist Bill Safire over a cover story criticizing
John McCain. Olasky said Christians have a different responsibility than the mass media.
"A lot of ugly politics has been played out in New
York this year, and I interpret Safire's attack as part
of the pro-McCain campaign among journalists.
Our belief is that any audience needs to hear the
truth, which among other things means that no candidate should be worshiped as John McCain, until
the last several days, has been by reporters," Olasky
said.
"Christian journalism needs to be tough, because
while the heavens declare the glory of God the
streets declare the sinfulness of man. It's vital to
report that sin, including the failings of leaders,
because unless we understand the depth of sin we
don't understand how great our need for Christ."

• TUESDAY

Mostly sunny.
High 79, Low 51.

• WEDNESDAY

Partly cloudy.
High 74, Low 50.

• THURSDAY

Scatt. showers.
High 66, Low 41.

• FRIDAY

• SATURDAY

Scatt. showers.
High 60, Low 40.

ABOUT
• CAREER FAIR The Career
Center will host the annual
event on March 29 in the Vines
Center. Students can register
for the event on-line at www.liberty.edu/resources/career
• CONCERT COMING The Upper
Room will host Complex Zero and
Shoot the Moon on March 25. The
cost is $3. Upper Room Is a ministry of College Hill Baptist
Church.
• WELLNESS SEMINAR Thomas
Road Baptist Church will host
"How to Eliminate Sickness," a
seminar by Rev. George Malkmus.
The seminal' starts at 7 p.m. in
the fellowship hall. For more information, call 237-1482.
• ALVIN AJLEY The Alvln Alley
Repertory Ensemble will perform
March 17 and 18 in the E.C.
Glass Civic Auditorium. Tickets
are $15 and can be purchased in
the M1SO office.

... COME 'DANCING' SHOES—
(Above) The Lady Flames pose with
Lou the Eagle after capturing their
fourth straight Big South Conference
title. (Right) Guard Rachel Young
drives the lane during the finals
against Coastal Carolina, a 74-64
win. The victory gives LU another shot
in the NCAA Tournament. Liberty
must wait until Sunday to learn its
seed in the tournament, which begins
the weekend of March 16-19.
Senior guard Elena Kisseleva was
named Most Valuable Player for the
tournament, while several other
Flames captured post-season honors
during the tournament award dinner
in Asheville, N.C.
For complete coverage of the
weekend, see page 14.

'OneDay' praise team set for Weds, church
By Angela Nelson, reporter

Liberty students can experience an
entire service of praise and worship
during campus church this Wednesday night.
The Passion/OneDay Campus Tour
will conduct about two hours of
prayer and singing, starting at 7:15
p.m. The service will be held in the
Vines Center to allow plenty of room
for non students to attend as well.
"So many students want a service
of all praise and worship," Assistant
Campus Pastor Eric Lovett said. "This
is a great experience for students to
worship."
Lovett said that OneDay will be in
charge of the entire service and will

lead students in many of the same
songs normally sung by Eternal'
Praise.
The OneDay Campus Tour, started
by the group called Passion, annually
holds a worship gathering for college
students. The first conference was
held in Austin, Texas, J a n . 1, 1997.
Passion's Web site said that over
11,500 students from six continents
met to reaffirm the vision and call for
prayer and worship al the last Passion
Conference in 1999. Rather than trying to lit the growing number of attendees into one place this year, Passion
decided to send music groups to college campuses to conduct several
smaller worship sessions.
The tour began in September 1999
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World editor
Olasky set
to lecture
UTexas journalism professor,
adviser to G.W. Bush slated to
speak March 28 and 29

OUT&

Partly cloudy.
High 60, Low 38.

ELAINE PECORE

WIRING INTO THE WORLD — Junior Art Banuelos plugs his laptop into a dorm network
connection. Liberty will activate all network dorm connections in the fall.

and will continue until March 2000.
Passion will then have its final conference in Memphis, Tenn. at Shelby
Farms on May 20, 2000.
According to the Web site, the Passion conference is based on Isaiah
26:8. The group believes, "God is calling out a generation of students dedicated to saying Yes Lord' before the
question is asked and to living for the
global purpose of His name and
renown."
The group that is coming to minister to Liberty students Wednesday
night consists of 11 members, including guitarists, technicians and a Passion leader.
Liberty student John Reinls, who
formerly played with a worship team
(

M M

on campus, plays the bass guitar for
OneDay. He has been traveling with
the group since August and eventually
plans to return to Liberty to finish his
degree in communication studies.
"This has been an incredible experience. The opportunity to see God
working on college campuses is Just
amazing," Reints said. "1 wouldn't
want to be anywhere else right now."
Reints said that the Wednesday
night service would be a concert of
prayer and a gathering time to seek
Hie lace of God.
Further Information on Passion
and the OneDay Campus Tour can be
found on the Internet at oneday2000.org.
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©liberty
News about our
campus community

Changing cash

LU 'teams' with NASCAR

Scholarship office changes monetary
structure, tiers for incoming students

New deposit policy
announced for fall
In an effort to Improve the
planning processes for fall
2000. Liberty University will
begin implementing the policy
requiring all students to make a
confirmation deposit of $250
prior to registering for classes.
This deposit will be applied
to the student's account toward
tuition and fees. The deposit is
refundable if the student notifies the university in writing by
Aug. 1. 2000 of their intent not
to return for the fall semester.
For on-campus students, the
$250 confirmation deposit will
also enable them to arrange
early dorm assignments.
Registration for the fall
semester begins on April 3.
Registrar Corey Leverette
said the new policy will ultimately result in providing better administrative services to
students.
"In the past, if a student registered for classes and then
became a 'no show,' there were
administrative implications
such as having to 'purge' class
schedules, adjust bills, and
return financial aid," Leverette
said.
"Unfortunately, these tasks
had to be done during a peak
time (the beginning of a semester) which resulted in having
staff and resources directed
away from the primary mission:
serving the students who were
actually here."
Leverette said he feels the
new policy would enable more
students to sign up for the
classes they need in the fall.
Returning students must
complete a "Confirmation and
Housing Form" and submit it
with the deposit to the Office of
Student Accounts. They will be
given a copy of the form to present to the Registrar in order to
register for classes.
— Chris Edwards

Jars

By Suzanne McDuffie, reporter

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRIS JOHNSON

START YOUR ENGINES — Scott Worley of the Frank's Place Race Team poses with the his car during the recent
car show at the River Ridge Mall. The team races at South Boston Speedway. LU sponsors the front bumper.

TRBC honors Hiner, welcomes Speck
By Scott Romanoski, Life! editor
What began in 1971 when a
trouble maker arrived in Lynchburg driving a hearse, ended last
Sunday with tears, hugs, pictures
and the giving of an honorary doctorate.
Clarence R "Robbie" Hiner, Jr.,
gave his "swan song" last week at
Thomas Road Baptist Church,
where he served as minister of
music for the past five years,
changing the Image of the church's
music program.
"He's done a lot with the way we
open the service," church Music
Assistant George Bieri said.
Bieri said Hiner returned to
Lynchburg in 1995 at the invitation
ofThomas Road's pastor, Dr. Jerry

Falwell.
During Hlner's time at the
church, participation in the music
program increased, along with the
amount and magnitude of special
musical events. Most notably, the
annual Living Christmas Tree consisted of more multimedia elements
and once Included live animals.
In addition to directing the
music, Hiner took on a pastoral role
to those In his choir, often visiting
sick choir members and making
himself available to those needing
encouragement
Hiner plans to fulfill a dream to
begin a church music publishing
group in Nashville, Term., which
will write and arrange anthems for
choirs. Although he will travel to
Nashville often, he will still live In

Happy Springforeak/G M m p i o n

o f c(asj
With Special Guests:

Tickets
On Sale
Now!

MI

ION

Thursday
March 30
7 : 3 0 PM

. Smith
"This Is Your Time"
Tour 2000
An Evening With Michael
& Special Guest Artists

On Sale
Saturday
March 4th
10AM

Lynchburg, worship at Thomas
Road Baptist Church and sing on
occasion.
Mike Speck, an arranger and
producer of church music, replaced
Hiner as Thomas Road's minister of
music. Speck's tenure began Sunday morning, following a cruise
with long-time associate Dr.
Charles Stanley, pastor ofAtlanta's
First Baptist Church.
"His (Speck's) depth of spiritual
qualities seems to be the most
enhansing addition," LU professor
and choir member Dr. Marilyn
Gadomski said.
Thomas Road's call, at Hlner's
recommendation, came to Speck at
a time when he wanted to slow his
current music publishing venture,
according to Bieri.

Beginning In the fall
2000 semester, Liberty University will implement the
Academic Achievement
Scholarship, which eliminates most of the old Liberty
assistance grants.
Ernie Rogers, executive
director for enrollment
management, said over the
years Liberty has created
many scholarships as the
need arose. Now, administrators have worked to corral all these grants into the
Academic Achievement
Scholarship, the early
deposit award and on a
needs basis.
The athletic, honors and
other skill-based scholarships will remain In place.Rogers feels that academics
deserved a higher emphasis
at Liberty.
"The goal of Liberty Is to
graduate students, who will
change the world," he said.
"The better the student, the
greater their potential to
make an Impact."
The new scholarship
works on a grid basis and it
only applies to Incoming
students. For instance, if a
freshman has a 3.8 GPA
and a 1270 SAT score, then
they will receive full tuition
for one year.
If the incoming student,
has 4.0 GPA and a 1570
SAT, Liberty will grant him
room and board, plus
tuition. Even if a student.
receives a 2.5 and makes a
930 SAT score, they will
earn a $500/peryear schol-

arship. However, all of these
scholarships will be penalized if the student checks in
late.
Rogers said past scholarships awarded all students,
regardless of their academic
performance. Now, students
with a higher GPA will be
awarded for their efforts.
Chris Johnson, director
of recruitment said, "We've
found a way to promote
competition," that will raise
the academic standard.
"I think it's going to be
good for the students and
good for the school," he
said. "Liberty will reward
students, who achieve academically, yet still support
those with financial needs."
Rogers said Liberty is not
trying to recruit an elite
group of people. If a student
has a 2.4 GPA and they
need financial assistance,
Liberty will help him on a
needs basis.
In the meantime, students, who receive the Academic Achievement Scholarship, will need to maintain a decent GPA. Though
administrators haven't
determined the exact grades
they will require from students, they say the scholarship will last all four years.
"We Just believed that if
you're awarding someone
for something - individuals
appreciate it more," Johnson said.
Also, students with a 3.8
GPA or above will be
required to join the honors
program.

Friday
April
8 : 0 0 PM

Salem Civic Center

Tickets Available at the Salem Civic Center Box Office
All Area Ticketmaster Outlets & Select Christian Bookstores
Charge By Phone: 343-8100 Roanoke/951-8427 Blacksburg/846-8100 Lynchburg
Group Discounts Available-Call 375-3004
Produced By Outback Concerts

Seniors 5" Graduates
Vocalist Position Available
For more information, call Rob at World Help. (800) 541-6691, ex. 119
Auditions are now in progress and final decisions will be made Mau 1.
We a r e offering:
• Sinking and ministry
opportunities
• Travel opportunities
Deeper involvement
in World Missions

Wbat w e a r e

looking

for:
• Mature
individual
• Gifted vocalist
• Non-student

• Positions on East or
West Coast

• enjoys exten~
sive travel

• Salary -based
position witn benefits

• Sound
tecbnician spot
also available
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Nurses win second state honor
LNSA now raising funds for national convention in Salt Lake City
Compiled by D.J. W r i g h t
from Champion resources

Stolen gun leads to death of
first grader in Michigan
In Flint, Mich., a six-year-old boy allegedly took a stolen gun
into a classroom where it discharged and killed classmate
Kayla Rolland.
The two reportedly had an argument the previous day, but
officials say the boy did not know the gun was loaded and it
fired accidently. ARer the shooting, the boy fled and threw the
gun in awastebasketwhen a teacher apprehended him.
Prosecutors have filed an involuntary manslaughter charge
against Jamelle James, 19, a family friend who lived with the
boy's uncle in a house where police found crack cocaine and
another loaded gun.

Three dead and two
wounded in Pa. rampage
In Wilklnsburg, Pa., a suburb of Pittsburgh, a black gunman shot three people at a McDonald's and then went to a
Burger King next door and shot two more people. Police found
a fifth victim in the gunman's apartment.
Ronald Taylor, 39 faces homicide charges. Taylor allegedly
kept a notebook full of anti-white writings and confided to witnesses he only aimed to kill white people.
Taylor reportedly spent time at a psychiatric clinic last
summer and sought treatment at a mental health clinic last
November. He acknowledged a history of mental illness on
Thursday when he appeared for arraignment.

By Jessica Miler, assistant edtor
The Liberty Nursing Student Association continued its tradition of excellence at the annual
Virginia Nursing Student Association (VNSA)
state convention Feb. 18-19.
The group claimed several top honors at the
Roanoke convention, including the Most Active
Constituency Award, the Spirit Award and a
third consecutive Most Outstanding Community
Service Award.
"We really received a chance to share what
makes our program unique," LNSA President
Tracy Moussou said.
Several LNSA members received individual
honors as well.
LNSA Head of Public Relations Becky Scott
was chosen as the Virginia Nursing Student of
the Year. Scott, a senior, said she didn't expect to
win the award.
They base the award on involvement in other
areas as well as nursing," Scott said. "And I'm
very involved with many areas, like church and
track. I'm definitely very excited that I was chosen."
In addition, two other LU students were
elected to the Virginia State Board. Heather Murray will serve as member-at-large, while Molly

Scott boils down Christianity to two words.
What are they? Find out on page 6.

MINDBOGGLE

John Rocker's punishment
reduced by arbitrator
Atlanta Braves relief pitcher John Rocker had his 28-game
suspension for making disparaging remarks against foreigners
and other minorities, reduced by a baseball arbitrator to just
14 games. In addition, his $20,000 fine was reduced to $500
and the pitcher was allowed to report to spring training. The
offensive remarks made by Rocker were part of a Sports Illustrated interview that ran in a December issue last year.

Yaddowwill become the editor of the Torch of
Union," the state board's monthly newsletter.
"I'm very, very proud of the students," LNSA
Faculty Adviser Tamra Rasberry said. "They
worked hard and prayed hard and God rewarded
their efforts."
The group's reward comes in the form of a
third consecutive national competition appearance. LNSA's community service victory earned
the group a chance to take its project to the
national Nursing Student Association conference in Salt Lake City, Utah to compete against
nearly 150 other projects
The community service project—a children's
car seat safety fair — took place last October in
the Wal-Mart parking lot It featured information
booths for parents on such topics as car seat and
air bag safety, while clowns, magicians and
games entertained the children.
The group was given the topic by the National
Student Nursing Association," Rasberry said." It
was up to them to choose the creative way to give
it to the public."
The creative way turned out to be a video,
which LNSA made with the help of Senior Rachel
Johnson, a communications student, who
filmed the event and edited the final version to
present at the state convention.
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PLAY any game of your
choice FREE with this

INKLINGS BOOKSHOP
New & Used Books

w

0 discount to students and faculty

coupon.
Mindboggle Video Arcade
River Ridge Mall
($1 value, with coupon, limit one per person per day)

Expires 5/31/00
Sunday through Thursday Only

everyday.

CHRISTIAN FAITH,
PHILOSOPHY,
HISTORY, AND
LITERATURE

MlNDBOGGLE
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"Everybody at the convention commended
(Johnson's) work," Moussou said. "She was definitely one of the hugest aspects of the project."
Rasberry agreed that the work of the communications department was what really sold the
project
"We were very blessed to have them help us,"
Rasberry said.
Not only did the video win the top award for
community service, but it so impressed the
judges that they decided to use some of LU's
footage for next year's VNSA recruiting video.
"I had the past president, the current president and the president for next year come up to
me to commend us. They said Liberty brings
something special to the convention every year,"
Moussou said.
According to Moussou, the cost of the Salt
Lake City trips presents the biggest obstacle to
the national convention. Costs are estimated at
nearly $500 per person. LNSA has scheduled
fundraising events over the next several weeks to
help conference attendees raise funds, including
two car washes, a bowl-a-thon and a garage sale.
"If a project is good enough to win at stale
level, it's good enough for the national level,"
Moussou said. "It's just a matter of getting the
money."

PHONE:

845-BOOK

WWW.INKLINGSBOOKS.COM
(Located Downtown, next to Perciual's)

S
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Hours: M, T, F, 10-5; W, Sa 10-3

You Can Forget Getting Your Master's Degree In Psychology,
Apply Directly to Our Psy.D. Program.
If you have an undergraduate degree in the area of Psychology or
Counseling, you can apply directly to the Doctor of Psychology
program at Regent University. By beginning your graduate work
at the doctorate level you can be on the way to:
teaching at the college level
doing psychological testing
having a successful therapy practice.
Plus, Regent University School of Psychology and Counseling will
give you the added advantage of Judeo-Christian principles integrated throughout your curriculum.
Come see for yourself all that a Regent University degree can mean
to you. Attend Preview Weekend March 23-25, for only $99 (meals
and lodging included!).

; REGENT
UNIVERSITY
1000 Regent University Drive, Vii^ini.i Beach, VA 2:V464-WIX)

SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY
AND COUNSELING
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Student media shine in national competition
By Kristin Ruckcl, reporter

tions at Regent, Christianity Today and
ACCM.
The event allowed members of the Champion staff who attended to meet with other
students from 13 schools and representing
eight different states. There they learned
media approaches for the new millennium
from a Christian perspective. Students were
also able to attend workshops on, "Integrating Christian Worldvlew In the Campus
Press," "Leadership Skills for Campus Media"
and "Writing for the Religious Market."
In other awards, Liberty's yearbook also
won first place for use of color and best opening page. Doug Kruhm also placed first in
best religious organization copy. Just ahead
of Janet Ballos, who placed second.
Thomas Loving won first place in the religious feature photo category, and senior Matt
HJembo received second place for both sports

Liberty's student newspaper and yearbook
captured prestigious honors In the annual
Association of Christian Collegiate Media
competition.
The Liberty Champion, LU's weekly student paper, and Selah, the yearbook, both
took first prize for overall Integration of
Christian worldvlew.
The Selah was awarded second place for
overall excellence In yearbook, and the
Champion received third for overall excellence In the newspaper category.
Overall, 17 schools entered close to 700
entries In various print and electronic media
categories. The Association handed out the
annual honors at its conference at Regent
University in Virginia Beach, Feb. 24-26. It
was co-hosted by the school of communica-

action photo and sports feature photo for the
yearbook.
Additionally, the Champion took several
awards as well. The staff placed second in
front page design and third in both the feature/In-depth section and the editorial page
section.
Individually, Corrle Duis placed first in
religious sports feature. Former editor Rick
Boyer won second for his general/special
religious column.
Last semester's editorial cartoonist, Nell
Moree, won first for his religious cartoon
titled "Homosexuality is a Sin." He also
placed second in the open category for his
"Unfortunate Digression" cartoon.
HJembo, current Champion photo editor,
also placed first in the newspaper sports feature photo category.

Bush gains inportant win over McCain in Virginia
By Christine Koech, reporter

delegates, according to an Associated Press
count. He needs 1,034 to win the nomination.
Another 613 Republican delegates will be
chosen today in contests In California, New
York, Ohio, Georgia, Connecticut, Maryland and seven other
states.
Exit polls showed that comments that McCain made in a
weekend rally against Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson n u n
McCain, at least in Virginia.
McCain has since apologized for
his remarks against conservative Christians. About half of
the voters said in the exit polls that they
thought the comments were unfair.
A poll by Reuters found Bush leading

Texas Gov. George W. Bush leads Arizona
Sen. John McCain in the race for the Republi
can presidential nomination after a 53 percent to
44 percent win in the Virginia primaries last Tuesday.
The victory earned
Bush 77 of the 87 delegates at stake in the three
states participating and
gave him a chance to win
most of the 25 delegates
that will be allocated today in Washington
States Republican caucuses.
Bush leads McCain 170 delegates to 105
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McCain In seven of the eight states surveyed,
the only exception being Massachusetts. It
also found Bush had a chance of narrowly
beating McCain in the open ballot in California.
Under a complicated system in California,
all candidates — Democrats and Republicans
will appear on a single ballot but only specially coded Republican ballots count toward
delegates. McCain could beat Bush in the
popular vote but lose all 162 Republican delegates — about 15 percent of all total needed
for the presidential nomination.
A Reuters article said that if Bush could
win in the popular ballot, Republicans would
have great hope of winning California in the
November election for the first time since
1988, when Bush's father was the victor.

Kenya and beyond
LC professor provides perspective for LIGHT
missions team prepping for spring break
By Stephanie James, reporter
Twenty people, including the
LIGHT Team who are preparing
for an upcoming missions trip,
attended the one-hour discussion by Lynchburg College history professor Dr. Dorothy A.
Smith-Akubue. The event held
in DeMoss Hall 134 on Feb. 25,
was called "The Great Commission: A Kenyan Perspective" and
discussed Akubue's two-year
experience in Kenya
Akubue went to Kenya eight
years agotoconduct research for
her dissertation entitled "Evangelism and Western Education In
Western Kenya: Church ofGod:
Missions (Anderson, Indiana)1905-1949." She attended
Maseno University College,
Interviewed thefirstevangelist for
the Church ofGod and had the
opportunity to train teachers in
Kenya
She challenged the audience
to imagine living In a different
culture. She described how she
had to walk two miles from home
to campus, bought unpackaged
meat in stores and joined the
British library.
"You havetolearn to get rid of
your Western concept I prepared myself for conditions as
they were," Akubue said.

The professor kept a travel
and religious Journal during her
visit
In addition to her journals,
Akubue wrote for different publications while in Kenya.
Akubue concluded her lecture
with a quote from Martin Luther
King that said, "Everybody can
serve and you only need a heart
Rill of grace and soul generated
by love."
"1 believe that You do not
need any special credentials,"
Akubue said.
The members of the LIGHT
team attended the session to prepare for the March 9-20 trip to
Kenva
Patrick Andrews, a member of
the group, asked Akubue after
the discussion about the need for
evangelizing Kenya.
"In America we are one
nation under God, but not all
of us are Christians," Andrews
said. He said he believes that If
every one in American is not a
Christian then there are some
Africans that are not Christians and need the gospel.
Rachel Robertson from the
LIGHT Drama Team said she
wanted to hear all about Africa.
"i have a new respect ior tnc
country's culture and a desire
to go," Robertson said.

"
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•Your o w n e - c o m m e r c e b u s i n e s s ?
along with your very own Web site!
To become a Nest Family, com distributor of
great products, visit our Web site, or call
1 -800-428-4172. A small investment promises
you access to technology, internet skills, and
income!
www.nestfamily.com/college

Ibrestbrook
Newly Re-modeled
Large Floor Plans
3 BR Apartments
2 Full Baths & Pool
Only $167 per roommate

Phone: 239 - 0088
220 McConville Rd
Lynchburg, Va. 24502
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OZONE III TANNING#

Spring Break is coming!
F i r s t session FREE.
Also 10% Discount on all Lotions
Student Discounts

The world's most complete Christian products web site has teamed up with CCM Magazine to give you a
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year's worth of music from your favoiite labels—FREE! You could win our GRAND PRIZE of every artist's
current and future release this year from Essential Records, Pamplin Music, 5 Minute Walk Records, ForeFront

Three Great

Locations

20436 Lynchburg Hwy.
Lynchburg Va. 24502
(804)525-6665
460 west-past 7-Eleven turn l e f t into
New London -Business Center suite-G
9704 Timberlake Road
Lynchburg VA 24502
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1508 Longwood Ave.
Bedford VA 24523
( 5 4 0 ) 587-5565

Records, Squint Entertainment, Myrrh Records and Organic Recordsl And, entering is as easy as logging
on to iChristian.com and answering a brief questionnaire. Spread the w o r d !
No purchase is necessary, but you must enter before May 15th, 2000 to win. One entry per person. You must enter through iChristian.com. Prize
drawing made ot random on May 1 9th, 2000. Winners will be notified by mail or phone on or before May 31 st, 2000 and will be posted on the
site. Employees of CCM Communications, iChristian.com, ForeFront Records, Pamplin Music, Organic Records, Essential Records, Myrrh Recoids,
Squint Entertainment and 5 Minute Walk Records.are not eligible.
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MATT HJEMBO

JOYFUL, JOYFUL — Singer Janet Paschal performs in concert Saturday during the Annual Central
Virginia Christian Women's Conference. More than 800 women attended the day-long event.

While TIAA-CREF

Wilson 'serves' conference
By Kelly Kinzey, reporter

More than 800 women attended the fourth
Annual Central Virginia Christian Women's
Conference on March 4. The conference was
held at Thomas Road Baptist Church.
The key speaker was P. Bunny Wilson with
special music by Janet Paschal.
Wilson Is an author and counselor as well
as a gifted speaker who ministers to thousands of women around the country. She Is
also a member of E.V. Hill's Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church in California where
she lives with her husband of 25 years.
Paschal held a concert on the Friday
evening before the conference. More than
1,500 people attended Paschal's concert,
which was open to the entire family.
Wilson's first lesson Saturday addressed
overcoming bitterness from past betrayals.
She talked about how to forgive betrayals and
how to reconcile hurts.
She told the women In attendance to picture life as a tapestry and all the past betrayals as gaping holes In the tapestry. According
to Wilson, to fix the holes, one takes the sliver
and gold threads of obedience and sacrifice to
mend the holes in their tapestry.
Wilson's second lesson of the morning discussed how to be a servant. She talked about
two types of people — those who are always

Hardwiring
Continuedfrompage 1

"It's almost like re-wiring the
whole campus for electric," Zaffke
said.
The university has studied the
hardwiring design of several campuses that have implemented similar networks and have hired Cisco
Systems to help with the expansive
project
Matthes described Cisco as
"Internet leaders. They are like the
Microsoft of software."
Outlets have been installed in
some dorms and more dorms will
begin to see them appearing in the
near future. Most, however, will not
be ready for use until the fall.
"It will be functional after spring
break but will not be turned on
until August," Ferguson said.
Currently, some students are
using a dial-in service that has
helped to ease some of the on-campus Internet-user's problems.
According to Matthes, while the
dial-In system is "nothing compared to the high-speed service we'll
be providing," the system has still
received rave reviews in the areas
where it has been in use.
"I got one email that said 'this is
the greatest thing youVe done since
the renovations in the lab,'" Matthes
said.
"Another comment from students Is that the greatest thing
about ISP is being able to access the
Splash page and the library
research tools."
Matthes continued, "I've had
several emails and verbal comments that they (students) are just
excited to be able to get on the university's network, but not only that,
they are excited about not having to
deal with the phone switch."
"This (dial-in service) is Just a
drop In the bucket compared to this
new network."
Ferguson said that much of the
credit for LU's advances In technology should be given to Dr. John M.
Borek, university president.
"In the last three years, weVe
tiled to leap-frog technology by providing computers and this type
Internet serviceforthe students,"
Ferguson said.

invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this today.

doing things and serving self, and those who
have learned to be still. Wilson said, that this
person is the servant. She used the example of
Mary and Martha to portray this principle.
Tara Eddy, a senior elementary education
major, heard about the conference In one of
Mrs. Beverly Lowry's classes.
"I wanted to have my faith challenged and
to be encouraged as a Christian lady," Eddy
said.
Shirley Smith, a retired worker from the
telephone company, attended the conference
because she had never been to one before and
she didn't really know what to expect.
"I enjoyed It Immensely," Smith said.
Smith said the main thing she took away
from the conference was that she needs to
become more of a servant. Smith said that she
thinks she would definitely come back next
year.
Lydia Weyman, a senior elementary education major, said "I think the main reason I
came Is because I'm getting married and I
know that I need to work on submission and I
want to do it the godly way, so that my marriage will be a godly one," Weyman said.
Weyman thought the conference was wonderful.
"I'm learning a lot. I think everyone should
have attended," Weyman said.

Read
more!
I The Liberty
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TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by

CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCT.

combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our equity accounts, for example, we combine
active management with enhanced indexing. With two
strategies, we

have

ways

to

seek

out

5 YEARS
AS OF 12/31/99

SINCE INCEPTION
5/1/92

With over $250 billion in assets, we're the world's largest

investments work twice as hard.

retirement company and the leading choice on
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EQUITIES
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Combine this with our low

America's

expenses and you'll see how

you, consider this number 1 800-842-2776.Call and find
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and tomorrow.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

Complete Auto Repair
for all vehicles
Free pickup and delivery
from campus with service

1YEAR
AS OF 12/31/99

performance opportunities—helping to make your

EXPENSE RATIO

Hall's Auto
Repair

two

36.05 22.02" 10.75'

campuses. If that

sounds

how TIAA-CREF can work

l.The investment results shown for the CREF variable annuity reflect past performance and are not indicative of future rates of return.These returns and the value of the principal you
have invested will fluctuate, so the shares you own may be more or less than their original price upon redemption. Foreign stock markets are subject to additional risks from changing
currency values, interest rates, government regulations, and political and economic conditions. 2.TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future 3
Source: Morningstar, Inc. 12/31/99, tracking 279 world stock mutual funds. TIAA-CREF Individual and InstitutionalServices, Inc. distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Reai
Estate Account.Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the variable component of the personal annuities, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements TIAA and TIAA-CREF
Life Insurance Co issue insurance and annuities.TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. Investment products are not FDIC Insured, may lose value and are not bank guarm 0 , ecomplelc
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" " 0 " ™ " ' ° " on CREF, including charge? and expenses,call 1 800 842-2776,ext. 5509,for the prospectus. Read it carefully before you invest or send money. 0

Earn Extra Cash While Serving
Others!
• Receive up to $50/wk
for providing plasma
to be used in the
making of lifesaving
and life enhancing
medications!
• Seramed Bioc enter
• Fort Hill Village
• 239-0769
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picks of the week
• 3/7. Tum-of-the-centuiy music tour.
A progressive concert downtown Lynchburg will celebrate
early 20th century music. Starting at First Baptist on Court
Street, the tour will conclude at St. Paul's Episcopal Church.
7:30 p.m. Cost $10.

• 3/12. Big Band conceit

• 3/21. "Tales of Betrix Potter."
Lynchburg Fine Arts Center will host the Lynchburg Regional
Ballet Theatre In the performance of the 'Tales of Betrix
Potter." 8 p.m. Tickets $ 7 $ 12. 846-3804. Box Office open
Monday- Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

• 3/27. Faculty Recital.

Lynchburg Fine Arts Center presents the Dee Roberts
Orchestra In a concert featuring the Big Band Sound. 2 p.m.
Tickets $12.

The Liberty University Department of Fine Arts presents Dr.
and Mrs. John Hugo and Professor Linda Granger In concert
7:30 p.m. Thomas Road Baptist Church, Pate Chapel, Free

Home Sweet Off Campus Home
Apartment hunting in town
made easy with pre-planning
By Michelle Kennedy, reporter

O

nce the papers have been signed and the
roommate has been found, the next logical
step for students moving off campus is to
find the perfect apartment to live in.
Students making the journey into the world of
apartment-living should be cauUous and'know
what to look for in any complex.
According to apartmentguide.com, the first and
most important aspect to consider while apartment hunting is the financial responsibilities of
each given complex. The financial area covers
everything from the lease terms to the utilities
available.
"A question students need to ask about are the
utility and maintenance costs," Elizabeth Burch,
sales agent for John Stewart Walker, Inc. said.
Burch said individuals searching for an apartment complex that includes utilities will find their
rent to be considerably higher. If utilities are not
included, one must find out which utility companies in the area service the apartment and the
average monthly cost.
Rent is another monthly concern for students
looking for an apartment. Once the amount due
each month has been discussed, the next question
should be about deposits. Every complex will have
different standards, but it is important to know
what they are.
"Depending on the apartment, deposits can
range anywhere from $300 to one month's rent,"
Burch said.
Rent requirements are Just one of several areas
covered within an individual's lease. Terms about

the deposit are also listed. It is important for students to find out the amount of the deposit and
under what terms he or she will get it back when
they move out.
According to apartmentguide.com, most rental
offices will offer incentives for extended leases,
referrals and early payments.
On the occasion that an event occurs causing a
person to break a lease agreement, most rental
offices will need 30 days notice or the deposit
return could be affected.
Individuals should always be aware of the
amenities offered by apartment communities.
Many facilities offer fitness rooms, individual
washer and dryer units and business centers.
Price range will depend on what's included.
"Most of our apartment complexes will offer
water and garbage pick-up as an amenity but
none of them offer any pools," Burch said.
For some students, extra benefits offered by
some of the apartment facilities are not a priority.
"1 am satisfied with the apartment we found
because it fulfills our basic needs and has what
we were looking for. It's close to the expressway,
the living area is big and it's inexpensive," senior
Jon Domlnick said.
Lynchburg has many affordable apartments for
students from the palatial apartment complex of
County Green, which offers a Junior Olympic size
pool and two tennis courts, to the Ideal location of
College Park townhomes, only two miles from the
Liberty campus.
To find out more about the apartments in the
area students can visit two of Lynchburg's Web
sites atwww.cityoflynchburg.com/apartments or
www.lynchburgaptguide.com.

STEVE GRASSER

HERE KITTY, KITTY — Living off campus allows students to enjoy many privileges not available to dorm students,
including owning pets.

Off-campus living provides many
unique situations for roommates

dorm mate or someone that you
know is wise:.
Several on campus students
have
the benefit of already knowesponsibility and maturity—
ing a person who lives off campus.
two words used to describe
If a free room opens up, this ideal
off campus living. The
situation gives advantage to that
Liberty Way requires a student
on campus student. Some stumust be 22 years old to live off
dents seeking off-campus roomcampus.
mates look elsewhere.
Many students welcome the
"Choosing your roommates is
chance to leave curfew, RAs, hall
the most important decision for
meetings and the general confineliving off-campus. Choose somement of on-campus living behind.
But a lot of students do not realize one you can live with," Adam
Lyerly said. "I chose my roomthe contrast between living on
mates from people that I knew
campus and living off campus.
from work,"
With much freedom comes
Conflict does arise in all living
much responsibility. This adage
situations. Again, conflicts go back
holds true with off campus living.
to the choice of roommates.
Instead of having the worries of
Choose roommates that will be
room checks and curfew, the cost
willing to compromise.
of rent, phone and food bills
Communication is by far the most
become a cause of primary conimportant ingredient to living with
cern for off campus students.
others. Set rules that all can agree
"Make sure you have groceries.
on.
If you don't have food, you can't
Messiness, a common conflict
survive," Senior Bob Springsteen
according to some, perhaps
said.
plagues guys more than girls.
Springsteen also said that a job
Some people just don't like or
and money come in handy when
want to clean up after themselves.
living off campus.
But for the neat freaks that try
Living off campus disconnects
to abide messy people, a few tips
students somewhat to campus
come in handy.
activities like concerts, sporting
Pulling one's own weight is
events and other extra-curricular
essential. Remaining courteous to
activities.
each other and keeping open lines
"Campus goes bye-bye. No
of communication is key.
socializing at Marriott or at
"I just cleaned the apartment
convo," senior Kevin Rawls said.
yesterday and I told my roomMost apartments house two to
1.AUREN ADARE
mates I wanted it to stay that
three roommates, sometimes even
way," Lyerly said.
four. When choosing roommates
M0VIN' ON UP — Several Lynchburg area homes haveseparate apartments, which some students call home while for off campus living, choosing a
It takes much maturity to pick
completing their education.

scottromanoski

Christianity in
two words
After a week off, here 1 am again.
Last weekend, I went with a contingency of the Champion staff to
Regent University in Virginia Beach
for a Journalism convention. We all
enjoyed ourselves and learned quite
a bit about our trade.
A friend of mine suggested that I
do a devotional column this week, so
here It goes.
(I can just imagine someone out
there having a massive coronary over
the fact that someone is allowing this
Church of Christ boy who plays the
organ In a Lutheran church to write
a devotional for a mostly Baptist
audience. My advice — get over it!)
While at this convention we had
the opportunity to hear several
speakers. The keynote speaker, Dr.

Daniel Hensley, a writer and professor from Taylor University In Ft.
Wayne, Ind., spoke on the power of
words.
As part of the talk, he mentioned
that a good Journalist should use few
words to get the point across. He
then made a very profound
statement. The speaker said
that he could reduce the
entire message of
Christianity to two words.
Now wait a minute.
I began to think about
this one. The Bible came to
my mind first.
How can my 1,730 page
New American Standard
Bible, without the con
cordance and
notes, reduce to
two words, not to
mention King
James, New
Revised Standard
or any other version?

By Justin Ridge, reporter

R

In addition to the Bible,
Christianity has 2,000 years of history, tradition, reason and experience.
Two words? Come on.
Through the centuries, many have
tried to expound on the message of
Christianity. Thomas Aquinas wrote
"Sumraa Theologica," which
explains the faith in several
volumes. Augustine of Hippo
wrote "The City of God" and
"Confessions,"—both decent
stee works.
Martin Luther wrote the
"95 Theses," several commentaries and other mammoth works. John Calvin
expressed the Christian
message in "Institutes
of the Christian
Religion." All of
these make for
some good notso-light reading.
Even our own
Dr. Elmer Towns has

written scores of books on the
Christian faith, and even looking
around my room, 1 see several religious texts, hymnals and devotlonals. Each has quite a bit more than
two words.
Beyond this, Christianity has split
hundreds of times and even the word
"Christian" appears twice In the dictionary with a total of five definitions
(and possibly several thousand connotations). These all have more than
two words In them. This barely
scratches the su rface of works on the
life and message of J e s u s Christ.
Can all of this reduce to two simple
words?
According to Dr. Hensley, yes. The
words came directly from the mouth
of J e s u s Christ- "Follow me."
That really struck me. Those two
words are really the heart of
Christianity. It summarizes the way
Christians are supposed to relate to
God, others and self.
In the example of J e s u s Christ, we
can find a life of consistency, meek-

up after oneself. Kevin Rawls
summed the guy messiness issue
up.
"It would be nice to have a wife
to cook and clean for me," Rawls
said.
Living off campus also requires
sharing of personal property.
Since the impracticality of every
roommate bringing one of everything is clear, roommates must
have flexibility and generosity
regarding personal property.
Planning which roommate will
bring what is wise.
"It is impractical for every roommate to have a microwave. If a
new appliance is needed, the cost
is split. If a TV is in the living
room, everyone will use it," Rawls
said.
Spiritual growth is another area
of difference between on and off
campus students. RAs, SLDs,
prayer leaders and campus
church give much spiritual guidance to on campus students, but
off-campus students loose these
benefits.
"There are no RAs or SLDs to
keep you spiritually accountable,"
senior Rick Boyes said. "That is
why I was careful In choosing a
roommate who would help me
stay spiritually accountable."
Living off campus is a big step
for any student. Most seniors are
ready to move out of the dorms
and have a place of their own.
Monetary wisdom comes hard
for many students, but "pinching
your pennies" saves many from
headaches in the future.

ness, humility, steadfastness, service
and compassion. He expects those
who would come after him and bear
his name to do the same.
This concept came into popular
thought with the book "In His Steps"
by Charles Sheldon. This work suggested asking the question "What
Would J e s u s Do?" when faced with
situations requiring a decision. From
this, the "WWJD" fad of bracelets,
necklaces and other paraphernalia
had its origin.
Christians should ask themselves
everyday how Jesus would handle
the hassles of dally life. This would
encourage his followers to follow
more closely and more often.
As Christians throughout the world
now begin to prepare for the annual
celebration of Christ's death and resurrection, the thoughts of many turn
to self-examination. This would be
the perfect time for each one of us to
do a self-evaluation to see how well
we follow the mandate to "Follow
Me."

>
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By Taryn Blake, reporter

T

he Newsboys are no newcomers to the
Christian music scene. After 12 years
of performing and recording, the boys
from down under are "blowing up" with their
most unexpected tour gimmick yet.
Unlike their previous "Step Up to the
Microphone" tour, a 120-city bonanza, the
"Love Liberty Disco" tour is a comparatively
limited edition, gracing only 65 cities with the
Newsboys' unique musical mayhem. Its limiting factor is also its highlight, a "25,000
square foot blow-up air dome arena," traveling to a parking lot near you.
The concept of bringing the venue with
the show is not a new one. This, however, is
no camp meeting tent. Two inflatable venues,
first introduced at the Olympic Games in
Atlanta, are being leased for the tour. Each
holds 3,500 people, (2,500 seated, 1,000
standing), is air-conditioned and completely
self-contained, (meaning: yes, there are bathrooms). While one dome is being used, the
other Is en route to the next show.
The staging process alone requires about
50 crew members while only eight are needed
to construct the air dome and insure the
required three pounds of sustained air pressure per square inch.
Within the dome, audiences can expect
"in-the-round" staging flanked by two huge
video walls able to handle 150,000 watts of
sound and 1 million watts of lighting. To

increase the intensity, a rotating drumkit, an
old Newsboys stage feature, will return to the
show in dizzying proportions. The turntables
will spin 360 degrees to face any section of the
audience in addition to turning upside down.
Anyone who has been at Liberty
University for a while has at least heard of the
Newsboys. Anyone who has been paying
attention realizes they have slowly become
one of the biggest Christian bands in the
industry, releasing an album every two years
or less since 1988.
Three albums previous to their current
album, "Love Liberty Disco" have gone gold,
"Going Public" (1994),"Take Me To Your
Leader" (1996) and "Step Up To The
Microphone" (1998). They have been highlighted in numerous print and television
media.
Now, at the apex of their career, the
Newsboys have released an equally impressive piece.
"I think we just wanted to make a bigger
and better and bolder and more beautiful
record than before," says bassist Phil Joel.
Audiences are guaranteed a cornucopia
for the senses completely worth their time and
money.
The Newsboys will be performing at
Liberty University on April 1 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Marriott parking lot with InPop Records'
Beanbag and Gotee recording artists, Sonic
Flood. Tickets are $15, $17 and $25 depending on seating. For more information, call the
Student Life office at 582-2131.

MATI-HJEMBO

BLOWING UP IN A TOWN NEAR YOU - The Newsboys group members preform to the delight of their audience. They will
make an appearance at LU on April 1.

Students and local residents make own music to influence teens and gen X-ers
hopes to go as far as the Lord will
allow them.
"We're looking into a couple promotion companies and trying out for
hat do DC Talk, Brother's
some record labels, but it's whatever
Keeper and "the former"
the Lord wants us to do... we're not
Reality Check have in cominto getting signed or making money,"
mon?
Mease said. The band said its main
If you guessed that they all originatfocus is helping others to know and
ed at Liberty University, then you're
love Christ more.
right.
The group's music style is organicLiberty is known for producing
acoustic similar to Caedmon's Call or
singers and bands who make it big in
the world of Christian music. So who's J a r s of Clay. Key to Life recently
released a six-song demo CD that can
the next up and coming star? It just
be purchased for $10 through the
might be one of the Liberty bands that
bands email, keytolife@hotmail.com.
makes its debut in a local church or
Vroom may be the next band to find
coffee shop.
room in the arena of Christian music.
Possibly, the band Key to Life will
Beginning roots for the band go back
unlock the door to a future in the
to 1996 when band members played in
music world. The band has been
a church talent show. Since that time,
together for two years. Locally, they've
Vroom played at most of the local venplayed at The Upper Room, Brentwood
ues including Spanky's, The Fishbowl,
Community Church and the
The Upper Room and Greenstone.
Valentine's Coffee House. This semesThey've traveled much of the East
ter they'll perform in churches and
youth camps in Virginia, Kentucky and Coast doing concerts at churches,
youth groups, and clubs.
Pennsylvania. They recently partnered
with WorldHelp in hopes of promoting
"Ideally we'd love to get on a label,
the sponsorship of children at their
tour full time (and) go around the
concerts.
country," John Johnson, guitarist and
lead singer said.
"We're five people that love the Lord
On April 7, the band will have an
so much that that's what we want to
sing about," Brian Mease, acoustic gui- album release show at the Patrick
tarist and singer said. The band said it Henry Institute on Rivermont Avenue.
By Cindy Sicgmund, reporter

W

This will be Vroom's first full-length
CD. One can purchase it through the
Record Exchange or at www.decapolis.com for $12.
The band "ben yehuda" (named after
a street in Jerusalem) may be walking
down the road to stardom with its
aggressive pop rock music. The band
has played from Florida to Michigan
performing about 20 shows a semester
since November 1998. They play at
Christian activities, beaches and coffee
shops but said its favorite place to play
is college campuses.
"A lot of times it's the Christian venues that don't want us because we're
too loud, but in the secular venues
they're a lot more receptive to us coming in," Duane Aagaard, bass player,
said.
Aagaard said its purpose is to have
fun while serving the Lord- With song
lines such as "When you're born again
your life starts," the band sings about
faith and spiritual growth.
The group recently released a sevensong CD titled "A Little Something for
the Kids...." The CD can be purchased
for $8 ($5 for Liberty students)
through the Web site www.benyehuda.net.
Maybe the band Biscuit + Gravy will
mix up a recipe for success in the
music world with its industrial elec-

tronica music, best described as random. Biscuit + Gravy has been synthesizing since the beginning of the fall
1999 semester. The group is the first
electronica band at Liberty. The band
believes it is a pioneer with their
unique music style.
"We didn't want to be conventional.
We're not like any pop, punk thing like
the rest of them (bands at Liberty),"
said band member Seth Nickerson.
Biscuit + Gravy made its premiere on
"The Moving Zone" on 90.9, "The Light"
and its music has been played during
an SGA convocation. Biscuit + Gravy
can be heard on the radio show, which
plays on Friday's from 10 p.m. to 1
p.m. The group is currently working on
a CD.
"We're just going to go with it and
see where it takes us," Nickerson said.
Another band, Mary's Eyes may see
stardom in the future. Mary's Eyes has
been together since October 1999.
On April 1 the band will perform
with Rebecca St. James and Chris Rice
at the Young Christian's Weekend
Festival in Missouri. Mary's Eyes plans
to appear at a number of places
around the country this summer.
"Ever since eyecircle and Circadian
Rhythm left there hasn't really been a
lighter sound coming out of a band,
and I think we have a lighter sound. I

think that's what sets us apart," Sam
Ladwig, guitarist said.
Mary's Eyes plays a combination of
acoustic and heavier rhythms. They
sing about life and everyday situations
from a spiritual perspective. The
band's desire is to be role models and
share their life experiences with young
people.
Still, Nerea may be the next band to
hit it big in Christian music. Nerea has
played together for almost one year.
Locally, they've played at Spanky's,
The Upper Room and The Fishbowl.
They have also played at coffee shops,
clubs and churches in a number of
areas. They plan to perform throughout the summer and hope to get its
name out and go on the road full time.
The band's style Is dark and driving,
but its lyrics are all from a Christian
perspective with an upbeat outlook.
Nerea said it desires to glorify God
through the performers talents.
The band has a five-song demo available for $6.
"We're like brothers... It's tight and
we have a lot of fun doing it. We would
love to do it as a profession if we ever
had the opportunity," Eric Neff, drummer said.
As with all Christian bands, these
have a higher calling than just entertaining their listeners.

Area hotels

Preparing for all the 'Pomp and Circumstance'

Comfort Inn

Registrar, Jostens give directions to graduating seniors on commencement activities

{804)847-9041
standard room $59-$73
Amenities:
Free Ml breakfast
Private outdoor pool
hi room coffee

Hilton Hotel
(804)237-6333
Single room-$98. Double rooms $115 to $
Amenities:
Indoor pool
Video lounge
Restaurant

Wingate Inn
(804)846-1700
Standard room $89-$l75
Deluxe rooms $95-$185
Suites $l35-$225
Amenities:
Indoor pool
Cordless phones in all rooms
Fitness center

Day's Inn
(804) 847-8655
Standard rooms $59-$99
Deluxe rooms $64-$ 109
Amenities;
Free hot breakfest
Pool and play area
Micro-trtdgee

Tlmberlake Motel

(804) 525-2160
iPoujble rooms $85
aAlWenltle»:
fi- Pool
'} Cable TV
*

By Tara Williams and Shontae Craig

G

raduation approaches quickly and
before they know it seniors will
wear caps and gowns and receive
their diplomas.
On March 7, 8 and 9, Jostens will be on
campus for Senior Salute. This year, seniors can purchase all the appropriate
things for graduation.
According to Maureen Cooper, Jostens
representative for the state of Virginia,
caps and gowns are offered in two packages.
The Bachelors package, which Is $44.83,
and the Masters package, which Is $48.77.
"Packages include cap, gown and hood,"
Cooper said.
Students can also order their graduation
announcements. The announcements
come In various packages depending on
the amount of announcements needed.
Cooper said that the Basic package contains: "25 announcements, 25 Liberty
University custom seals for the year 2000
and 25 return address labels."
The price of this package is $65.98.
Cooper also stated that a student could
order announcements on line at
www.Jostens-announcements.com or call
1-800-353-5299.
Students can also purchase a Certificate
of Appreciation, framed in a leatherette
case.
"Students can purchase this for $17.98
and give it to a person who has helped

them in some way to achieve their
degrees," Cooper said.
All packages Include a diploma frame
which fits a standard size bachelor's
degree.
Students can also order their class rings
at the Senior Salute. The rings have special pricing depending on style, size and
customization.
"Students can trade in their high school
rings toward the purchase of a college ring
and it does not have to be a J o s t e n s ring,"
Cooper said.
She also said Jostens would mail a letter
to the students' parents' address. This
letter will contain a flyer about Senior
Salute day, a letter from the Registrar and
form to register for the Alumni
Association.
Assistant Registrar Cheryl Sprouse said
seniors should have received their graduation checklist that indicates which class
courses still remains to graduate. Seniors
who plan to take a CLEP Test or ICE Test
need to take them no later than March 15
In order to meet May 1 deadline, Sprouse
said.
Seniors must turn In their "Intent to
Graduate" form because the form specifies
the name seniors want placed on there
diploma and mailing address, Sprouse
said.
A prospective graduate's letter was sent
out on Feb. 25, to determine those participating In the commencement exercises.
Seniors must complete these and return
no later than March 10, Sprouse said.

Graduating seniors should turn in an
Intent to Graduate Form no later than
March 15 with a $50 fee enclosed. The fee
covers the purchase and mailing of their
diploma upon completing graduation
requirements. Seniors must also Indicate
on their form if they plan to participate in
the ceremony or not, Sprouse said.
The registrar planned a mandatory senior meeting for the first week In April for
all seniors.
"This will be on our Web site and also
posted throughout campus," Sprouse said.
The meeting will provide a final checklist
to make sure the student completed everything In order for the registrar to participate In the commencement and baccalaureate programs.
Also at the meeting, the registrar will
make sure students ordered the proper
regalia and honor cords, Sprouse said.
A commencement rehearsal will take
place on May 12 at 2 p.m. In the Vines
Center. A Bacculareate service will take
place that evening In the Vines Center at 7
p.m.
The graduation ceremonies will begin at
10 a.m.on Saturday May 13, wllh the pro
cession beginning promptly at 9:15 a.m.,
Sprouse said.
Following the commencement exercises,
each school will host a reception honoring
the graduates and their families.
These receptions will provide students
the opportunity to exchange contact information and say good bye to beloved
professors.
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When a friend is in trouble,
don't annoy him by asking if there
is anything you can do. Think up
something appropriate and do it.
-E. W. Howe

>r>

Give me... more school spirit

ion
Death of child sparks
pleas for new gun laws
Mount Morris County, Mich, was the latest site of a school shooting,
though this one stands unique from the rest.
In this case, a six-year-old student brought a stolen .32 caliber gun from
his home to school and then proceeded to shoot and kill his classmate, sixyear-old Kayla RoUand. Apparently the two were Involved in a scuffle the
day earlier, but the boy was unaware the gun w a s loaded and reportedly only
wanted to scare the girl.
The small boy will most likely not be charged with any crime because he,
as a six-year-old, lacks the mental capacity to cultivate any criminal Intent.
The boy's guardians will likely face charges in relation to the shooting
Including criminal negligence and involuntary manslaughter.
in compliance with his normal operating procedure following similar
events .President Clinton h a s barnstormed the nation's airwaves with pleas
for tougher gun restrictions. He is renewing his calls on Congress to pass
these laws because "we license ears, why not guns?"
No matter how many of these situations we face, and no matter how many
laws we pass, the underlying truth remains: this problem is more complex
than any act of congress could hope to solve. What ever happened to
parental responsibility? How many of these shootings do we have to indulge
before we realize that laws are not going to make this epidemic disappear?
President Clinton and hi£ Washington allies can pass as many pieces of
legislation as they want, but if they really want to "heal our nation" a s they
say they do, they need to stop looking to Washington to solve our problems.
What this country needs Is homes where parents care enough to protect
their children.

After four years at this fine Institution, I was amazed to find out a piece of
LU lore that I didn't know. During my
tenure at the Champion, my mind has
been filled with useless university
trivia.
Mind you, none of
these facts will do me
an ounce of good
toward my degree in
May. None will even
help my soon-to-come
status as a bonaflde
alum, which entitles me
to give lots of money
when I am rich. Right.
Anyway, the Lynchburg News and Advance
ran a great story about
LU mascot Paul Plerson, the energetic
student-turned-admissions counselor
who Is moving on to the Atlanta Braves
after the Big South tournament. The
article was an outstanding tribute to
someone who has generated a great
amount of energy and school spirit in
the Vines Center.
Pierson's antics never ceased to
amaze, from the first time he fell down
the stairs to the variety of stuffed toys
he pulverized during halftlme shows.
His contribution to school spirit will be
missed and his wings will be hard to
fill.
But back to the useless trivia. In the
article preview on page one, the picture
of Pierson promised a profile of Lou the
Eagle.
Lou? Lou who?

Who was Lou the Eagle?
Apparently, he Is the Liberty mascot. I did not know this. His name, I
mean. I did not know the Eagle's name
Is Lou.
The Eagle was
always Just the Eagle.
He did his thing, b u t
no one around campus really knew why
we had an Eagle as a
mascot. Granted, the
sign In the Schilling
Center encourages
me to "Fly like an
Eagle." Yet, I thought
we were the Liberty
Flames. Maybe a better slogan would be
"Burn, baby, burn." In an evangelistic
sense, ofcourse.
Even if we figure out if we are
Flames or Eagles, one thing Is sure —
our expressions of school spirit are
slim and none.
First, it's sometimes hard to figure
out what colors we like. Our Web site Is
crawling with black and gold, a great
set of colors. Yet, I thought our athletic
colors were red, white and blue. Even
then, their appearance Is subject to
interpretation. If you lined up some of
the teams side by side, you may not
know they represent the same school.
Our love of red may have declined
since the elimination of school spirit
days. Yet, the student body only really
made the Vines Center the "Red Sea"
during the days when we hosted the

Big South tournament. Now that the
tournament is played in front of empty
seats in the Ashevllle Civic Center, a
major plank of our school spirit campaign fell away.
This year was a banner year for the
Lady Flames basketball team. Yet, the
campus never fully embraced the
squad that Just captured Its fourth
straight Big South title. For seniors,
following Sharon, Sarah and Elena has
been a memorable experience.
When they returned to campus,
most didn't know the game had even
been played. While rumor says the
game never made It to television on
time, it was no excuse. Nothing waved
to welcome the ladles home. No hero's
welcome. No spot at the head of the
line In Marriott.
Maybe the fever will return when
after we take a game in the NCAA tournament. It's unfortunate many students will still be sunning in Florida
when the venues are announced arid
the games take place.
However, In the future, maybe we
can do something to spark student
interest in our colors, our mascot, our
atmosphere.
My suggestion — let's find something neat for the side of our football
helmets. We've been plain long enough.
And a new athletic logo may ride our
athletic success Into a new burst of
school spirit.
Meanwhile, the bird of the past can
Just fade into the category of meaningless Liberty trivia.

The rebglous faction of the Republican
party Is no stranger to national media circuses. But this year's presidential election Is casting an unprecedented spotlight
on the likes of the Rev. Pat Robertson,
conservative activist Gary Bauer and Bob
Jones University.
If youVe bothered to watch a newscast
or read a newspaper lately, you've most
likely run across a story about Gov.
George W. Bush's recent visit to Bob
Jones University.
Basically,1 Sen. John McCain—Bush's
chief rival for the Republican presidential
nomination—has been slamming Bush
for visiting the ultra-conservative school.
By speaking there, McCain says the Texas
governor shows his support for the
school's many controversial views.
One such statute in place at BJU, was
a policy that prohibited members of different races from engaging in any relationship beyond friendship. In the past, the
school's leadership had also released rhetoric that Is anti-Catholic (some reports
actually claim the school has referred to
the Pope as the anti-Christ).
Bush, though, can take care of himself.
He's shown over the past months that
constant negative media attention doesn't
faze him.
However, he Isn't the only target in this
new attack on conservative America. Bob
Jones University has now found themselves being fodder for the likes of Jay
Leno, and the school Is only making the
situation worse.
In response to all the attention that It
has been receiving, the South Carolina
university has crafted a press release that

It feels will clearly explain its reasoning for
policies such as the ban on interracial
dating. How it thought such statements
could clear its
name escapes me.
The first part of
the release poses a
number of questions to the reader,
which are aimed at
the national media.
BJU says it takes
pride in the attention and that it
would be embarrassed If "liberals
like John McCain, Al Gore and Bill
Bradley" ever agreed with their policies.
This is not unreasonable for the university
to say.
But the next Item of business on the
three-page statement Is where the university shoots Itself in the foot—again. In
explaining the Interracial dating ban, it
invoke scriptural references regarding the
anti-Christ's plan of instituting a "one
world order."
"At the Tower of Babel, God used language to disrupt man's plans for a oneworld government As a result of this disruption, the people were scattered, and
the races were polarized," the university
states.
They go on to say, "One thing is clear:
God wanted a divided world, not a federalized world. Based on this biblical account
(Genesis 10 and 11), the university wishes
to give God the benefit of any doubt and
avoid pursuing any direction that would
give assistance to the renewed efforts of

man to create a one-world communliy
consisting of one religion, one economy,
one government, and one race."
Whether or not this Is a
theologically sound argument
Is not my point—although I do
have an opinion on that as
well. The Issue here is
whether or not Bob Jones
University is helping itself—
and indirectly LU as all Christian colleges are thrown Into
the fire with it—by statements
such as these.
Phrases like "one world
order" and "Anti-Christ" are
not exactly going to fare well on the
evening news. Instead, everyone In America who hears nothing about Christian
education except for a 20-second sound
bite on the news, is going to think one
thing about BJU and all other Christian
Institutions—we are all Intolerant extremists.
I'm glad to see that Bob Jones recently
dropped this ludlcrlous policy, but It Is
still in the same boat Rather than Just
ending the ban, It is continuing to defend
itself and have stated that the only reason
the ban was dropped is because It was
being used as a tool by the liberals.
Apparently It hasn't realized that BJU
brought this situation completely on Itself.
And so for once, I actually congratulate
the "liberals" of America. Because of
them, the administration of BJU Is no
longer comfortable discriminating against
its students and passing it off as a service
to God.

chrisedwards

Bauer, McCain get in hot
water with Christians
BJU sees the light, sort of...
Less than two weeks after throwing his support behind ArizonaO. Sen.
John McCain, conservative activist and former presid^oyal candidate Gary
Bauer has called on McCain to apologize for his remarks regarding the influence of Pat Robertson and Jerry Falwell on the Republican party,
Speaking in Virginia Beach prior to last Week's Virginia primary—-a contest he handily lost to George W, Bush—McCain blasted Robertson and Falwell, calling them "forces of intolerance" and comparing them to the likes of
Louis Farrakhan and the Rev. Al Sharpton.
Even though he has a long-standing friendship with Falwell .Gary Bauer
failed—until recently—-to show his disapproval of McCain's ridiculous
claims. But, after personally explaining the situation to Rev. Falwell, Bauer
has now publicly called on Sen, McCain to apologize for his words.
"I m u s l i n the strongest possible terms repudiate Sen. McCain's unwarranted , ill-advised and divisive attacks on certain religious leaders ."Bauer
said.
McCain, while apologizing for the connotation of his statements, is standing by his belief that Falwell and Robertson shouldn't be forces in the GOP.

Quotes of the week:
"Not they 1 have already attained, or am already perfected: but I press on,
that 1 may lay hold of that which Christ Jesus has also laid hold of me."
Philipptans3:i2
"A real friend Is one who walks in when the rest of the world walks out"
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"I married a multimillionaire on
national TV without
even knowing him."

"I forgot my bathing
suit."

-Mary Hayes, Sr.
San Diego, Calif.

—Ivan Resto, Sr.
New Haven, Conn.

"Staying up 'til 3
a.m. with friends and
toilet papering the
house of a guy 1
liked."

"Staying up all night
trying to get tickets to
see Joey Macintlre."

—Cheryl Dayton, Fr.
Newport News, Va.

—Jen Peau, Sr.
San Diego, Calif.
Photos by Jessica Peterson
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Commentary
Hacking into a new 'net security
By Anthony Homer, columnist
With the rash of attacks on
leading Internet business sites
behind us, I couldn't help but
wonder how the government was
going to respond. The usual characters sprung Into action and
promised us that Washington was
doing everything it could to fortify
the nations networks and protect
Individual interests. For some reason, I wasn't reassured.
If the recent attacks hadn't
been so serious, I'd swear that the
hackers engineered their assualt
Just to witness the sorry display of
leadership by Attorney General
Janet Reno and her deputies.
While computer specialists
around the world worked diligently In the background to
thwart future attacks, government officials took the stage looking like deer caught in headlights.
At a recent Clinton summit on
the topic of computer and network security, Uncle Bill's administration displayed usual compe-

tence by solving the dilemma
with: more money! The money
may help a little, but won't go far
toward solving the problem. The
system currently in place has
been proven Ineffective time and
again. It's time for a new set of
rules that will redefine the roles of
its players.
Recently, I have begun to realize that It's of no use putting security Into the hands of those on the
Inside trying to keep people out
Rather, we should give support to
those who know how to exploit a
system's weakness from the outside. Once weaknesses are found,
fix them and move on.
A new group on the scene,
©Stake, puts a business wrapper
on a prominent group of hackers
known as LOpht This group has
long been recognized in the
underground as an elite group of
hackers with no intentions of selling out to the system. LOpht is
known for its infamous LOpht
Crack and, recently, Back Orifice
programs for the PC. Both pro-

grams were released to the public
In an attempt to highlight security
issues In current computing platforms.
The ©Stake group has been
met with serious scrutiny and
doubt since Its launch, but let's
face It, the current system Isn't
working. It's time to fix it
Does it sound kind of scary
putting our vital information networks into the hands of borderline
criminals? Or does it scare you
that our government wants to
protect us with mandatory federal
accessible back doors and registered encryption keys?
Don't like the sound of that? I
agree with Steve Hunt, a Giga
Information Group analyst, who
said The world's a better place
because of the attacks. The hackers, as they always have, have
showed us that our pants are
down— and what we should do
about 1L"
Anthony Homer is the assistant production manager for the
Champion.

The mysterious lives behind
Liberty's famous faces
By D J . Wright, columnist
Sometimes I sit In class and think about what
my teacher does when school is over, but I don't
know why I do this.
I don't wonder what the Wal-Mart cashier who
Just rung me up does after work. I don't think
about what the McDonald's employee does when
the day's done. I never think about what the
Movies 10 ticket ripper does after work, mainly
because he's usually a student here.
Still, I do tiiink about what my teacher does
after school. I'm sure it's regular things that most
people do but I wonder anyway. I have trouble picturing some of the teachers living life out in the
gritty streets of Lynchburg.
I once saw Dr. Clauson, the head of the government program, going to the movies. That's right,
he was going to see "Star Wars: Episode 1."
I wanted so badly during the next class period
to make a mention of that. "Did Jar J a r Binks
bother you as much as he bothered me?" "Didn't
you feel Darth Maul was underused in the
movie?" "Didn't that ruler of the underwater city
remind you of Boris Yeltsin?" But I didn't ask any
of these questions. I still wonder though.
I have Dr. Samson for a government this class
this semester and rarely a class goes by that I
don't try to picture him at McDonald's ordering an
extra-value meal.
But I can't do it. My imagination isn't that
good. I'm sure he's been there before. I just can't
imagine the voice that lectures about government
could be used to order a number four super-sized

with a Coke.
What do the professors watch on television?
They do watch television and I'm sure it's not
tuned to the church services all the time. What do
they watch?
I know Dr. Clauson watched "Star Wars," but
what do some of the other teachers call their
favorite movies or favorite television shows? And
what about music? Does the faculty Include any
Eric Clapton or Beatles fans?
Sometimes I wonder what prompted certain
teachers to get Interested in teaching. Why did
they choose to come to Liberty over other schools?
What made them interested in the fields they
teach? What would they be doing if they weren't
teaching? There's an interesting question. What
did they want to be when they were younger?
I know the job of a teacher is to teach—hence
the job title—but I can't help wonder what they do
when they're not teaching. I think it would be an
Interesting feature for the Champion to do— what
could be called "Focus on the Faculty"— and we
could show the person behind the teacher.
While some professors would undoubtedly shy
away from going along with the Idea, I'm sure
most of them would be fine with going along with
such a story. Furthermore, I think that many students would find It Interesting to learn about the
person who assigns them the homework they
have to do.
Until the Champion decides to include such a
feature, I'll be left wondering whether Dr. Clauson
found Jar Jar Binks as annoying as I did.
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Improving our campus
is everyone's job
Our university Is going through major
growths and improvements, with the additions
to the DeMoss Learning Center and the recent
building of the Hangar.
We are pushing for a
higher academic experience at Liberty while
maintaining a vibrant witness for Christ.
We also have the privilege of having professors
that are among the best
In their respective fields
(Dr. Moon, Dr. Habermas,
Dr. Britt and Mr. Rowlette
to name a few). Our professors are going for terminal degrees in the fields with the blessing of
Liberty, while still continuing to offer excellent
instruction.
Our university boasts some impressive qualities. fWhy Is it then, that It can sometimes be
embarrassing to bring guests from other schools
to our campus?
I recently Invited my boyfriend—who attends
UNC Chapel Hill—up for the weekend. As we
were (Walking around campus, I began to look
aroujpd at the trash and the unkempt grounds
with disgust. Feelings of disappointment surfaced.
It was College for a Weekend and my heart

estlterkay

sunk as I saw a whole trash can dumped on the
ground between two dorms on the hill. Everywhere I looked, our campus was neglected.
Now I know that our buildings
may be lacking the aesthetic
appeal that many other universities boast.
But there Is sUll no excuse to
abuse the facilities that we have. It
Is our responsibility, as stewards of
this campus, to invest our
resources and our time into keeping It presentable and clean.
And please don't misunderstand
me, I'm not knocking the maintenance crews. Instead, I am urging
the student body to take pride in
its surroundings. Pride and school spirit seems
to be lacking here at Liberty.
When you see trash, pick it up. Keeping up
the appearance of our university will encourage
academic excellence and school tradition.
Students, set an example to others. Upperclassmen need to call attention to good stewardship, so that underclassman may follow our
responsibility.
As we attempt to restore the physical integrity
of our campus, perhaps the Lord will honor our
stewardship and continue to greatly bless our
university.

The truth behind Bush and McCain: issue by issue
It seems you can't turn on the television or
radio recently without hearing commercials supporting either John McCain or George W, Bush. So
when It comes to Election Day, whom should you
support? What candidate best reflec ts your values and will advocate issues that
are important to you? Let's look at
Bush and McCain.
George W. Bush and John
McCain are the two candidates running for the republican presidential
nominations. Either Bush or
McCain will challenge the prochoice, pro-tax democrat candidate—- Al Gore or Bill Bradley—- In
this November's general election.
Bush and McCain are both
Republicans, so what makes them
different? Who Is the most qualified? Why should you support Bush rather than
McCain? Or vise versa?
George Bush is the 46th governor of Texas. As
Governor, he has led Texas In successfully reforming education, welfare*and health care. In addition, Gov. Bush cut taxes and reduced growth in
the budget by taking on liberal big spenders.
Bush has also publicly stated that he is a boraagain Christian and claims that Jesus Christ has
been the most Influential person In his life.
Gov. Bush has always described himself as a

"compassionate conservative who shapes policy
based on the principles of limited government,
personal responsibility, strong families and local
control." In effect, Bush believes that parents and
local government should create legislation.
Bush's opponent John
McCain, was a war hero
during the Vietnam War. He
then served as an officer in
the Navy until 1981. From
1983-present he has been a
career politician as he
served in the House of Representatives and the U.S.
Senate.
Even though both candidates claim the Republican
title they differ on several
crucial Issues.
•McCain and Bush on abortion: Bush is
unquestionably pro-life, while John McCain has
stated that "family decisions on abortion are private" and he supports fetal tissue research.
Fetal tissue research, by the way, Is conducted
on aborted fetuses and often leads to the sale of
aborted babies for profit
•McCain and Bush on gun control: McCain
holds that cheap guns should be banned. He also
advocates the requirement of gun safely locks and
supports a ban on certain assault weapons.
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Conversely, Bush supports gun ownership for
protection and hunting. He maintains that "Gun
Crime Means Hard Time."
•McCain and Bush on taxes: Bush wants to use
our current prosperity to get money out of Washington. He supports a massive tax-cut plan that
will return money to the American people.
On the other hand, McCain supports a tax plan
which will eventually give a small tax break to middle-class families.
•McCain and Bush on Values and Principles:
Bush "pledges to return honor to office of the presidency." Bush's conservative values include
school choice, free trade, tax cuts and workfare.
He claims that republicans must match conservative minds with compassionate hearts.
McCain also claims that he will do his utmost to
bring patriotism and honor back to the White
House.
•McCain and Bush on Character: J o h n
McCain divorced his wife even after she lost one of
her legs when she was critically Injured In a severe
car accident. He then remarried an extremely
wealthy Arizona woman, moved to Arizona and
began running for political office.
Bush, on the other hand, Is devoted to his longtime wife Laura. Together, they have twin daughters.
Of Bush, the Rev. Jerry Falwell writes. "While I
cannot legally endorse a candidate on behalf of my

ministries, I personally endorsed George W. Bush
months ago. I truly believe he Is a man of honor,
Integrity and leadership skills. He knows Christ
and he lives his faith every day. 1 admire him and
believe he will be a great president, If God allows
him to be elected."
Dr. James Dobson Is also concerned with the
presidential race— and specifically a McCain presidency.
"The Senator," Dobson said, "is being touted by
the media as a man of principle, yet he was
Involved with other women while married to his
first wife, and was Implicated in the so-called Keating Five scandal with four other senators, a situation In which he was eventually reprimanded by
the Congress for the 'appearance of impropriety.'"
Dobson went on to say, T h e Senator reportedly
has a violent temper, and can be extremely confrontational and profane when angry. These red
flags about Sen. McCain's character are reminiscent of the man who now occupies the White
House."
The choice as to who Is qualified to be the next
president of the United States is for you to decide.
But you don't have a say if you don't exercise your
rights.
So don't be complacent—get out and votel For
the sake of our country do your part to ensure that
an immoral, deceptive, utterly corrupt president
will no longer run America.
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LU softball improves to 8-7
By Leneta Lawing, reporter

Neither Inclement weather nor Illness
kept the Liberty University softball team
from recording victories last week.
The Lady Flames travelled to Hampton
over the weekend to participate In the
Hampton Tournament. Liberty brought
home its second straight Hampton Tournament victory.
Pitcher Leslie Inge gained the title of
tournament MVP. Inge Is now 6-0 for the
season. Center fielder Amy Cslder and first
baseman Meredith Hollyfleld were named
to the all-tournament team. Hollyfleld has
six homeruns for the season thus far.
The ladles swept a pair of games on Saturday, picking up a 10-2 win over SL
Bona, and a 4-3 victory over host Hampton. Liberty started strong with a five run
first inning, highlighted by an Amy Cslder
double plating Meredith Hollyfleld and
Cheryl Wyrick. Two more runs In the

fourth and three In the sixth concreted
LU's lead with Amanda Goes pinch hit
driving In two runs.
In the second game of the series, backto-back homers by Hollyfleld and Cslder
gave LU a 3-1 advantage In theflrst,while
Inge tossed a complete game to defeat the
Lady Pirates.
After having the first two home games
cancelled, the Lady Flames took the field
with SL Bonaventure In a doubleheader.
Game two started ofT rather slow, with
just two hitsfromLiberty and none from
SL Bonaventure in the first two Innings.
Wild pitches from St. Bona's Brianne
Prince helped the Lady Flames take the
early lead. With players on first and second, Hollyfleld homered to center field to
record three RBI's and give Liberty the 3-0
lead.
In the sixth Inning, center fielder Bernice St. Clair of SBU doubled to right center to bring In the runner from second. Lib-

erty added two more In the sixth to the
scoreboard when Hollyfleld singled to left,
center for the RBI and centerflelderJessica Bartlett singled to leftfieldto record a
RBI.
SL Bonaventure had Its chance to win
In the seventh Inning, but to no avail. Liberty pulled away with the 5-2 victory.
In game one, Liberty scored early when
Hollyfleld hit a solo homer to center field.
Thursday St. Clair hit a RBI when she doubled to left field in the third Inning to tie the
score 1 -1. Second baseman Natalie Hagan
singled to center field in the fourth to bring
in a run and give, the Lady Flames the 2-1
lead.
Liberty scored two more runs in the
sixth Inning off of a homer by Wyrick. SL
Bona, scored one run in the seventh, but
fell short of the win. The Lady Flames
recorded the 4-2 win.
The Ladies head to Orlando, Fla. for the
Rebel Games over spring break.

to compete and make the next step
up," Landrey said.
The Flames have finished as high
as fourth in the BSC in the past but to
get to the regional they must either
win the BSC tournament or be ranked
fourth or better in the district.
Landrey is hoping junior Yong Joo
and senior Todd Humrlchouser will
lead the way.
"The goal of this team is to be Big
South champs and go on to the NCAA
tournament," Joo said.
The Flames lost one player from
last year's squad, Jonathon Wolfe and
this year's team has only two seniors.
"Everyone seems to be improving,
and the team is much deeper than in
years past," said Joo.
Joo is the team's number one
player Landrey says he's the most
consistent player, averaging between
74 and 75 since his freshmen year.
Humrichouser, a second year
transfer from Ohio and team captain,
is expected to be the number two

player.
Landrey is also hoping for major
contributions from sophomore Allen
Hill and freshman James Yoo. Rounding out the top six are sophomore
Randy Tipmore and redshirt Ireshmen
Rob McClellan. Landrey calls McClellan a "good prospect."
Liberty will face some vigorous
competition in the BSC. Last fall Elon
was ranked 37th in the nation by
Golfs tat, ahead of ACC teams N.C.
State, Wake Forest and Duke. Also, a
top team in the Big South is
Winthrop.
Because of the golf-friendly
weather In the Carolina's "those
teams are usually on top," Landrey
said.
Landrey is entering his eighth season as LU's golf coach. He believes
the golf program has a "bright future."
"It is my desire to take the team to
the top levels of NCAA golf. However,
we do need time and the Lord's blessing," Landrey said.
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MICHELLE WARNER

"POKE CHECK"— The Liberty hockey team fell short to Maryland in their weekend
Atlantic Coast Conference championship game, 5-3.

Hockey falls short in
ACC
championship
Golf swings into spring season
By Richard Armstrong, reporter

By Jon Farrel, reporter

Liberty University's golf team is
currently getting ready for its spring
season. The Flames are coming off a
successlul tall season and are currently ranked eighth out of 50 teams
!tn their district.
From March 9-15 the Flames will
be In Florida competing in two of their
district tournaments.
On March 9th, the team will be in
Tallahassee playing in the 36-hole
Florida A&M tournament, after which
they will travel across the state to
Daytona Beach for the Embry-Riddle
Spring Classic, also a two-day, 36hole event.
The Flames have seven matches
before the Big South conference tournament and must play well to vie for a
shot at the NCAA regional. Coach
Frank Landrey feels there Is a lot of
potential on this team and that they
can accomplish their goal.
They all need to average around 74

The Liberty University mens hockey
team experienced a short outing last
weekend as Maryland upended the second seeded Flames in the Atlantic
Coast Conference Hockey League Tournament.
With both teams sporting good
crowds Liberty fired up It's following
contingency up early with offensive
attacks headed by team captain Jeff
Lowes.
Liberty set its main pre-game objective as defense.
"The one thing we wanted to do was
to come out strong defensively. With
that mindset, offensive chances would
come along," Assistant Coach Armand
McGibbon said.
Four minutes into the first period,
Lowes scored on a power play. With
seven minutes remaining Lowes scored
again on a power play making the score
2-1 at the end of the first period, sending the Liberty crowd to their feet. The
second period however showed Mary-

land's dominance in depth as they
roared back.
Their crowd may have set new decibel levels in the Ashburn Ice House. By
the end of the second period Maryland
had scored four unanswered goals.
"The thing that it came down to was
Maryland had four lines, and we had
two and a half. In the end it just came
down to depth," McGibbon said.
The no-quit Flames scored once
more in the third period, but Maryland
proved too fresh as they drove the nails
in the coffin by scoring twice more in
the third period. Maryland scored their
last goal on a desperation move by Liberty to pull the goalie and put in
another skater. The final score was 63.
Although Liberty carried a good following of it's own, with about fifty supporters showing up to cheer the Flames
on, Maryland, the winner of the four
and five game drew a boisterous crowd
as they were the closest school in proximity to the tournament, held Just outside of Washington, D.C.
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sp rtsupdate

I'm pregnant.

HARRIS TIRE CO.

Where can I go to get good
information about all of my options?

Compiled from the Associated Press

StolDOESTOnE

Strawberry's been picked
For the third Ume in 10 years, Darryl Strawberry is taking a
side trip to a treatment center, hoping he can get help for the
cocaine addiction that ended his season before it ever began.
The New York Yankees slugger disclosed his plans Wednesday, two days after commissioner Bud Selig suspended him for
one year.
"My goal is to take control of my drug addiction once and for
all, and I believe this step is required in order to do so," Strawberry said.

Starks is stuck with Bulls
Negotiator Kenneth Dam said that he didn't have the power
to decide on John Starks' bizarre demand to depart from the
Bulls and become a member of a playoff competitor. The complaint arbitrator will likely handle the case.
"If this team was in the playoff race, I'd love to be here. No
question," Starks said Thursday night "But that's not the case.
Every player that plays the game wants to win a championship.
I'm no different"

NCAA reinstates Barkley
The NCAA gave SL John's sophomore guard Erick Barkley
another chance for the second time this year, which means he
will be ready for the Red Storm's regular season finale at
Miami.
Barkley, who missed two games earlier this season over a
different rules violation, had his eligibility restored this time
after fractional payment of his education at Maine Central
Institute.
St. John's coach Mike Jarvis said, "No one was doing cartwheels, but everyone was happy."

1512 Fifth St.
Lynchburg, VA 24501

firestone
BLUE

RIDGE

Pregnancy Center

(804) 528-3443
Fax (804) 528-9244

528-4321
Caring* Confidential * 1922 Thomson Dr., near Lynch. General Hosp.

Financial Aid Notice
Now is the time to fill out your
Renewal Application or FAFSA
for the 2 0 0 0 - 0 1 academic year.

DEADLINE IS APRIL 15th
Scholarships, Pell Grant, or Stafford Loans cannot be
processed or awarded without your Student Aid
Report.
Please use the web site for fastest results (2 weeks):

www.fafsa.ed.gov
Tennis team debuts
against No. 20 Virginia
By Shannon Benfield, reporter

The Liberty tennis team faced
off against 20th ranked University of Virginia on Saturday,
March 4, at the Sheridan Snyder Tennis Center in Charlottesville, Va. on Saturday.
The Cavaliers started out
strong as they won two doubles
matches. Virginia then won five
of six singles matches for the 61 victory.
UVa's No. 2 doubles team of
Nick Acquavella and Jeff
Dawkins defeated Anthony
Fleming and Matt Scott 8-2.
Second-year player Jonathan
Chou and first- year player
Peter Cownie beat Liberty's
Shannon Walker and Austin
Rowland 8-1 in the No. 3 doubles.
In singles action, Virginia's
Jason Romesburg defeated
sophomore Bruno Coelho 6-7,
6-3, 1-0. Virginia's lone singles
loss came in the second match
as Dawkins fell to LU freshman
Ricardo Shimozzki 6-3, 6-3.
Liberty head coach Larry
Hubbard was thrilled with the
play of Shimozzki and indicated
that he has a great deal of
potential.
"This guy can be the conference player of the year. He has
the ability and he has the work
ethic," Hubbard said.
UVa's Michael Duquette won
the No. 3 singles match 6-3, 6-3

over LU's Fleming.
The Cavaliers won the
remaining three singles
matches in two sets. Acquavella, at No. 4 singles, posted a
6-3, 6-0 win over Scott. Chou
registered a 6-0, 6-1 win over
Walker at the No. 5 spot. Cownie
defeated Josh Campbell 6-0, 6-2
in the No. 6 singles match.
According to Hubbard, this
match was a good exercise for
his inexperienced line-up.
"This was definitely a good
first outing for us. There are a
lot of things that we need to
work on and things that we
need to improve," Hubbard said.
The match served as a warmup for the highly talented Cavaliers as UVa played its younger
players which gave the match
more of a competitive flavor.
"Virginia is nationally ranked
and we are positioned at the
second tear of Division-I tennis.
It is tough for us to compete
with their best," Hubbard said.
"So the match served as a good
warm-up for both of us."
Liberty will travel to face Big
South foes Charleston Southern
and Coastal Carolina, as well as
a non-conference game against
College of Charleston.
The Flames return home for
matches against Winthrop and
UNC-Asheville on Thursday and
Friday.

Student Aid Report, Verification Documents
(when required), and Award Letter must be
recieved in the Financial Aid Office by July 1 in
order to include your financial aid towards payment of your student account at check-in.

It 2 ODD
r
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Session I
M a y 18 - J u n e 2 1

Intersession
June 1 4 - J u l y 1 4

Session II
26-4u!y28

Kelly's Magic Tanning Salon
Now One Month
5 visits
to visits
20 visits
30 visits

$10,00

Lowest Prices Guaranteedl
American Exercise Gym
Only $1J a rnarjth
-no eointracts
-no down payments

4 5-816 9
014 M e m o r i a l A v e . ,
ynchburg

v

24501

North Carolina at Wilrriinqton
601 South College Road, Wilmington, NC 28403
Call us at (910) 962*3243 or 1 (800) 228-5571
Email: summer@uncwil.edu
Or visit us at www.uncwil.edu/summsch
The University of North Carolina at Wilmington is an EEO/AA institution. %
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Lady Flames devour High Point
By Dotig Stewart, sports edtor

JOHN FISHER

READYTORUN — Liberty's Becky Blesch, Kkinnie Reeves, Irene Sloof, Laura
Rolryson and Miranda Kettery wait to check in to the championship game.

ASHEVILLE, N.C. — As the
smoke cleared on the Big South
women's basketball regular season, the Lady Flames found
themselves alone atop the conference standings for the third consecutive year.
Liberty put together an eightgame winning streak through the
entire month of February and
appeared to be the team to beat
as the Big South Tournament
arrived.
LU earned the number one
seed In the tournament and met
No.8 seed High Point Panthers (622) for the first round of the tournament on Thursday.
High Point's 2000 campaign
marked its first official Division-I
season. In two prior regular sea-

Wilkerson said.
High Point put together a 7-2
run highlighted by a Toni Vick
three-pointer to pull within six
points 17-11. However, the Lady
Flames blew the game
open by going on
a 16-0 run to
extend its lead to
33-11. Liberty's
defense held the
Panthers scoreless for 7:35.
Both teams played evenly as
Liberty put in its second team
with 9:33 remaining in the contest. A Miranda Kettery tip-In
gave the Lady Flames its largest
lead of the game at 63-30.
High Point showed it would not
go away without a flght by climbing back within 17 points of LU
when Annie Miller hit a three-

son meetings, the Lady Flames
dominated High Point: the most
recent was a 74-55 win on Feb.
21 at High Point
Liberty didn't disappoint its
faithful fan base as LU used a
crippling defense to shut
down the
Panthers and
march onto a
decisive 6749 first round
victory.
The Lady Flames took a 15-4
lead as seniors Elena Kisseleva
and Sharon Wilkerson exhibited
a hot hand early. Kisseleva six
points and Wilkerson seven
points accounted for 13 of
Liberty's 15 initial points.
"We have been good at getting
ahead of teams early on and we
continued that again today,"

pointer with only a minute left to
play.
Kisseleva highlighted the stat
sheet for LU by finishing with a
16-polnt performance to lead all
Liberty scorers. Cebronica Scott
also finished with 16-points for
High Point.
"We showed a lot of Intensity
in the first half, but we lost that
intensity in the second half. High
Point outplayed us In the second
half," Green said. "We need to put
20 minutes together each time
we play."
The win marked the ninth consecutive conference win for
Liberty and assured the Lady
Flames its fourth straight semifinal appearance In the Big South
Tournament against the Elon
College Fighting Christians on
Friday.

IVIeii: Flames lose to Asheville in first round of tourney
Continued from page 14

"When you look at how you
started and how you finished,
you're disappointed. We lose
Delawn, which Is a big loss, and
we lose Carl, which is a big loss,
but the base of our program is
set."
If the Flames can find a way to
avoid injuries next season, and
1
their recruits are able to step In
and play serious roles the team
should be strong next season.
The Flames were hampered
most by the injuries to team
members — including David
Watson's wrist injury and

Intramurals
tip-off with
a b'ball
tournament

Nathan Day's shin splints. The
injuries to the key post players
forced Delawn Grandison, a natural small forward, to play the
power forward position.
"A big part of [our success]
was [Delawn] in the three position, and that made us an
entirely different ball club,"
Hankinson said.
Though a 14-14 record doesn't look as sparkling after the
men's impressive 10-3 start, It is
a huge improvement from last
year's 4-23 record.
It was even more impressive
considering the numerous
injuries that the Flames sus-

tained as a team.
The wins over state schools
Richmond, Virginia Tech and
James Madison were high points
in the season, and hopefully
they will prove to be building
blocks for the men's program as
they continue to strive for the
NCAA Tournament.
The team will look for big
things from recruit J.R. Nicholas
next season.
A preseason All-American,
Nicholas is averaging an amazing 35-plus points per game
this season, filling the void
from the graduated seniors and
playing major minutes for the

Flames next season at the guard
position.
If nothing else, the men's
team has brought back a level of
respectability to the program
that has been absent the past
few years.
There is now hope for better
things to come In the near future
with the foundation that has
been set from the 1999-2000
men's basketball team.

BOOKSHOP
ON THE
AVENUE

JOHN FISHER

DENIED — Louvan Sneed blocks a UNC Asheville shot in the Flames
first round loss to the Bulldogs on Thursday night.
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Gift Certificates
Chess Sets & Equipment
100,000 Books
Buying G o o d Used:
Religious Books
Commentary Sets
Whole Libraries
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Hardy Boys,
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By Tarant Judge,reporter

Liberty University spring
intramural events have kept
many students busy during this
spring.
The five-on-five mens basketball tournament has received
much of the attention.
The tournament started off
with 22 teams playing in one
week to determine the seeding
for the tournament of 16.
New Water claimed the No. 1
seed, while Stewart Collision
ranked No. 2. The Autobots
seeded No. 3, followed by the
Grizzlies and the Jesus Bailers
rounded out the top five seedings.
New Water showed its talents
with large scoring margins
backing them up. The surprise
of the tournament was the Eight
Bailers.
The No. 7 seeded bailers
turned heads with an upset victory in the second round over an
extremely talented Stewart Collision squad.
"We fell behind early and
couldn't gel back into it. If the
game was a minute longer we
would have beat those guys,"
Stewart Collision's Ian Stephens
said.
Going into the semifinals the
tournament was down to four
teams. New Water advanced
with an exciting six-point victory over the ninth-seeded Little
Detroit Bailers.
"This game was close and It
could have gone either way. It
started off slow and physical
but one team had to advance,"
John Fields said, a member of
New Water.
Student Life has developed
several other tournaments for
students to participate in this
spring.
Flag football kicks off its
debut, with softball and Willie
ball close behind.
Indoor soccer will begin on
April 3 and beach volleyball will
begin next month on April 7.
For more information on
Upcoming activities, call Student Life at ext. 2389.

WINGATE
INN
•Indoor Pool & Spa
'Nautilus Fitness
Center
•FREE 40 Item
Hospitality Breakfast
•900 MHz Cordless
Phones in Rooms
•Rooms with Coffee
Makers, Microwave,
Refrigerators

•Walking Distance to
Liberty Vines Center
•Nintendo 64
•In Room Movies
•FREE 24 Hour
Business Center
•High Speed Internet
in all Rooms
•Enhanced Web
Television

For Reservations Call 804-845-1700
Present this ad when making reservations for an LU Discount

and dolsomething!!!

Exodus 2000-2001
Auditions are March 27th & March 28th
From 6:00-9:00 p.m.
Vocalist, Sound Technician, and Road Director
Positions Available
For more information, call x77l2
Opportunities for:

We are looking for:

Singing and Ministry
Extensive Travel

Gifted Vocalist
Mature Individual
Enjoys Travel
Must have attended LU for
one semester.

Weekly Travel Allowance
Full Scholarship lor
following year

The Champion is looking
for talented, responsible
and motivated people for
the Fall 2000 staff.
If you like writing, design or
photography, you may "be just
what we need.
Scholarship/paid positions are
available, as well as Christian
Service and COMS Practicum
Come by the Champion office in D H n o .
Bring samples of your work.
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Decker to vie for Olympic seat
By D.J. Jordan, reporter

.... .. accomplishMost college
track and field
ments Is that
: :
Jig
" S**aHH
athletes would
the Indoor
be content with
track season Is
the opportunity
not even his
Just to be
best season.
Invited to the
ExpectaOlympic trials,
tions are high
but not Decker.
for Decker's
outdoor season
"I'll be happy
and he Is more
to make It there
than ready to
but I want to go
challenge
there and be
Wsm
W
)
them.
able to do
Michael Decker
This outdoor
something. I
season,
don't want to
Decker's goals Include trying to
make It there and be happy
break his 200, which he accomwith that, I want to qualify and
plished this weekend at the
make the team. That's my goal
IC4A's with a 21.23. As well as
— to be on the Olympic team,"
breaking the 400-meter
Decker said.
records, and helping the 4 by
During Decker's unforget400 meter relay team break
table conversation, he asked
records as an anchor. The outMichael Johnson about his next
door season starts March 11 at
race and his training habits.
the Coastal Carolina University
Decker's senior success keeps
Invitational, and for Decker, it
him confident that he will one
will most likely end at the NCAA
day train side by side with
National Championships in
Michael Johnson for the
June.
Olympics.
Despite Decker's and the rest
Last month, Decker broke
of the team's accomplishments,
his own 200-meter schooltheir success is a secret. Few
record, with a 21.47 time, and
students and faculty attend the
was named Outstanding Male
rare home meets, much less
Athlete at the Big South Chamkeep
up with the team's season.
pionships after winning the 200
Decker attributes this lack of
and 400-meter races and
support to the average length of
anchoring the winning 4 by 400
a meet.
relay team.
T r a c k and field is not really
The surprising thing about
a
spectator
sport because It's
his already incredible senior

During last year's highly
competitive Penn Relays track
meet, Liberty track and field
standout Michael Decker met
his Idol — Michael Johnson,
the 200 meter world record
holder. Because of Johnson's
fans and bodyguards, It took
Decker the whole day to get
close to him to shake his hand
and talk to him.
This summer, Decker will
have more than Just the opportunity to talk to him. He has the
opportunity to race right next to
him.
Decker, a native of Virginia,
Is preparing to be the first Liberty student ever to qualify for
an Olympic event. Decker's
goal Is to run the 400-meter
race for the American Track
and Field team that will most
likely Include track stars
Michael Johnson, Jerome
Young and Antolne Pedigree.
From July 14 to 17, Decker
will be competing against 40
Individuals for the chance to
participate In the 2000 Olympic
Games In Sydney, Australia.
The trials will be held at the
University of California—Davis
In Sacramento, Calif.
Decker estimates the qualifying time for making the sevenman team will be around 45.65.
Decker's best 400-meter time,
45.35, which Is a school record.

i

long and there are so many
events. A lot of people don't
have time or patience to sit
through a lot," Decker said.
"We have a successful team
here at Liberty and we'd like for
more people to come out and
support us. It would be nice to
look out and see more of the
students and supporters."
Believe It or not, Decker was
actually bored with track and
field after his Impressive high
school career.
"Coming out of high school I
was kind of burnt out. Now, I
can eat and sleep track. I love
it," Decker said.
"I came to college and I
wanted to be able to compete at
the national level, and now I'm
here. Every goal I set at the
beginning of my college career
Is getting knocked out one by
one."
Decker Initially committed to
James Madison University but
didn't attend the school
because their track coaches
wanted to make him a mid-distance runner.
"They tried to make me into
something that I wasn't, and
that Just wouldn't work out,"
Decker said.
Liberty sports fans can
thank the James Madison
coaches for their plans for him,
because Michael Decker and
Liberty University have been a
perfect fit.

B a s e b a l l : LU splits Sunday's games at Winthrop
Continued from page 14

who went 2-for-4 and hit his second home run of the year late In the
sixth inning. Monahantleda
school record for the second time
this season by stealing four bases.
When UMBC came to LU, Liberty took twofromthem in a doubleheader, 4-3 and 10-6. In the first
game, Kurt Reese picked up his
first win of the year, allowing two
runs in eight innings.
In the second game, Butler went
3-for-4 with a run scored, four
RBIs, and four stolen bases. Dooley
picked up hisfirstwin of the season, pitchingfiveInnings and striking out three.
Virginia was hoping to rally
against the Flames last Friday but

Sullenger's run sparked four
runs in the fifth, andfivemore in
the sixth. In the bottom of the
eighth, sophomore Steve Baker followed his teammate with a threerun homer, to lift the Flames to a
13-9 lead and the win.
On the mound was Joe Mueller
with the start, followed by Matt
Stewart and Kurt Reese. AlexDooley, Rich Harrell and Josh Brey also
saw time, while Dan Valentin.who
earned the win, closed the game.
Liberty wasn't as successful at
JMU. as they fell 8-4 to the Bulldogs on Tuesday.
Liberty was led by Scottie Scott,

was disappointed to come up short
in the ninth once again.
The Cavaliers fell, 9-6, after the
Flames beat UVa., 6-5 at home.
Liberty didn't waste any time getting up on the scoreboard as it
posted four runs In the first
Larry York and Chad Bryan
kept the bats goingfinishing4-for5 and 2-for-4 with two RBIs respectively . LU continued its offensive
drive with two more runs In the top
of the third. UVa. eventually got on
the board in the third, but and
ended up short when the game was
called in the eighth for darkness.
In its home opener, LU fell to
Richmond 4-3. LU took an early
lead when Jim Clinton homered in

the second. He hit a second homer
in the bottom of the seventh. But
Clinton could not win the game for
the Flames alone.
Now winning as a team, the
Flames play at home on Wednesday' against ODU at 2:30 p.m.

Lady Flames trounce
Elon in semi-finals
By Doug Stewart, sports editor
ASHEVILLE, N.C. —
Screams and chants echoed
through the rafters of the
Ashevllle Civic Center as the
Lady Flames psyched themselves up before the tip-off of
the semi-finals of the Big South
Tournament.
Liberty was set to face off
against the number five seed,
the Elon College Flghtin' Christians.
Elon (6-8, 14-15) proved to
be a formidable opponent as the
Flghtin' Christians dethroned
the Lady Flames earlier in the
season with a 78-74 victory at
the Vines Cen ter on Jan. 14th.
Yet, while the Lady
Flames
avenged that
loss with a
73-57 win
over Elon on
Feb. 23. the
CO
N into
FER
Flghtin' Christians
came
the game fresh off of a first
round upset win over tournament host UNC Asheville 58-39.
According to Liberty Coach
Carey Green, Elon is a team
that can step It up when it
needed to with an explosive
offensive arsenal. "Elon has
three constant scoring threats
with their point guards (Jayme
Chlkos, Loretta Lawson, Erin
Green). They have posed problems for us in the past," Green
said.
It was obvious by the determined demeanor of the LU
squad that the team meant
business and was ready for battle. The Lady Flames took that
approach mentalitytothe court
and came away with a 68-51

victory.
From the outselof the game,
it was evident that this would be
a heavily contested match-up.
Chlkos put the Flghtin' Christians ontopearly, 7-6, with a
three-point-shot at the 16:21
mark.
After a media timeout, the
Lady Flames went on the
charge with a 12-0 run to take
an 18-7 lead. The run was a
carbon copy of the High Point
game as once again the LU
defense highlighted the run by
holding its opponents scoreless
for 5:22 minutes.
Sarah Farley led all scorers
at the half and finished the Initial frame with 12
points
CM Including a
perfect 2 for
<D
2 from
behind the
ft) arch.
The Lady
EFlames
N C Estarted off right where
they had left off in the first half
as LU extended its leadto43-23
with an 8-2 run. However, foul
trouble and an Elon hot hand
allowed the Flghtin' Christians
to sneak back into the game
and cut the LU lead down to 5546 with 6:36 left to play.
Although Elena Kisseleva,
Michelle Fricke and Sharon
Wilkerson committed four personal fouls each and Rachel
Young and Farley had three
personals. Green did not believe
that it played an enormous role
in the outcome.
"It didn't help us, but they
(Elon) were In foul trouble too.
It's Just part of the game and
something that you havetoface
each game," Green said.
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C l a s s i f i e d s
Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

Rates:
Open/Commercial
$3.67- 1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

Student/Faculty Rate*:

(804) 582-2128

$2.75 - 1st 15 words
180 each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

50*
$1.00
$1.50

Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.

ASS1F1ED ADVERTISING IS PREPAID

Symbols to choose
Stars: • • •
Checks: • • •

Crosses: M t
Hearts: W « *
Arrows: » • > •

F•r

EDUCATION & RESEARCH
FOUNDATION
2602 Langhorne Rd.
(across from E.C. Glass)
Hours M-F 9-5 *Call 847-5695
RACK PATCH STUDY: Males and
Females with fair skin, ages 18 &
over. Study starts 2/28/00-4/7/00.
Approx. 18 visits over 5 weeks.
STUDY PAYS$ 145 Call 847-5695 to
sign up.
BACK PATCH STUDY: Males and
Females, ages 18 & over. Study
starts Mon.2/14 (Mon's, Wed's, &
Fri's)between the hours 11-1 or 26pm through 3/6/00. 2-week rest
period. Last visits 3/20-3/24/00. 15
visits over 6 weeks. STUDY
PAYS$ 100 Call 847-5695 to sign up.
BACK PATCH STUDY: Males and
Females, ages 18 & over. Study
starts Mon.3/6/00 (Mon's, Wed's, &
Fri's)between the hours 11-1 or 26pm through 3/27/00. 2-week rest
period. Last visits 4/10, 4/12, and
4/13/00. Approx. 14-15 visits over 6
weeks. STUDY PAY SSI 30 Call 8475695 to sign up.

k

MARKETING INTERNSHIPS
AroundCampus.com, "your online
survival guide", is searching for
charismatic, self-motivated students
to energize our on-campus promotions and marketing efforts. GREAT
RESUME BOOSTER! Have fun and
earn money! Call Christine today at
800-466-2221 x278
A College Student's Dream Job!!!
Great pay with flexible hours and no
transportation needed. We are seeking part time employees. Pick your
own schedule. We will train you. If
you have a clear speaking voice and
need a great job, call 582-1585 or
582-1587 or come by and fill out an
application: B&B Presentations, 523
Leesville Road, Lynchburg.

<findither|> 5 8 | 1 2 8:

<classifieds>

Sal©

Need used cassettes & books for the
Liberty Home Bible Institutes diploma course. Call toll free 1 -877-4326435
Home Theater Gallery-Great prices
& expert advice on Yamaha & Polk.
Dolby Digital from $299 (trade-ins
considered)
800-987-5520,
www.excellentaudio.com/lovingston.

F•r

Heit

Apartment for Rent:
Very nice 1 bedroom, 1 bath downstairs furnished apartment. Newly
redecorated with high ceilings.
Includes microwave and refrigerator-no stove. Lights, water, heal and
electricity included. $300 a month.
One year lease. No pets.
Call 239-4238 and leave message.
PICTURE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD
HERE! Classified advertising really
works. Ask anyone. A few thousand
students will read this ad, which
would only cost $5.91! It's effective
and affordable. Call 582-2128 to
plate yours today. It's worth it!

WED THUR
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items ft Prices Good Throuoh March 11,2000 m Lvnchuui u
Cuuviiyiit 2000 Kiuuei Mid Atlantic We reserve the right to limit quantities
None sold to dealers
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BASEBALL
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SOFTBALL

• 3/8 ODU at f.U, 2:30

GOLF
• 3/9-10 at Ha A&M

• 3/13 Rebel Games in
Orlando, Fla.

TRACK & FIELD
• 3 / 1 0 - 1 1 NCAA National

TENNIS
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• 3/8 N.C. A&T at LU, 2
•3/10atCSU, 1
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Championship at
Fayetteville, Ark.
• 3/11 at Coastal Carolina,
10
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Lady Flames capture fourth straight title
By Doug Stewart, sports editor

ASHEVILLE, N.C. — At 11 a.m. on
Saturday the Liberty's women's basketball team tipped-off against the No. 3
seeded Coastal Carolina Chanticleers.
By 1:30 the Lady Flames were cutting
down the nets as conference champions
for the fourth consecutive season after
beating the Chants 74-64.
The win assured the Lady Flames a
spot in the NCAA tournament, which
starts in two weeks.
Coastal Carolina (9-5 BSC, 2010) got into the
championship game
with wins over
Winthrop, 75-59,
and a semi-finals victory against
Charleston Southern,
73-60. The Lady Flames earned their
spot In the game by beating up on High
Point, 67-49, and Elon College, 68-51.
Rachel Young earned hero status
early as the sophomore drained a threepoint shot only a minute and a half in to
the game to give her team the offensive
spark that they needed. Young's shot set
the tone for the rest of the game as the
Lady Flames shot a blazing 58 percent
from behind the three-point line for the
game.
"The shots were just falling and it felt
really good," Young said.
Liberty got back to front with an
Elena Kisseleva steal and lay-up with
16:55 remaining and a Sarah Farley
steal and lay-up with 12:39 left in the
half to give the Lady Flames an 18-8
advantage.
Kisseleva kept the Liberty offensive
attack flowing with a three-pointer that
made it a 23-14 game at the half-way
point in the first half. However, Coastal

What a ride
Throughout the past four years
there has always been a constant
when it comes to the Lady Flames
basketball team. That constant is
known as the "Big Three" as they
have been so cleverly nicknamed.
Over the past four seasons
Elena Kisseleva, Sarah Farley and
Sharon Wilkersori have won 94
games and have won the Big South
Conference and have made an
unprecedented four consecutive
appearances in the NCAA tournament.
The three have etched their
names into the record books, as
well as into the hearts of the many
of the LU faithful along the way.
Crowds ofyoung and old gather
to meetwith the "BigThree" and
the rest of the team. The players
sign autographs, talk with and
answer the questions for their
adoring fans for over an hour.
That's not something that we see a
lot of among the collegiate ranks.
Throughout their amazing
careers, Farley and Wilkerson have
been knownibr dlylng across the
court for the loose ball or a steal.
There are not too many basketball players that 1 have seen that
have showed as much desire to win
as the "Big/Three." Farley .Kisseleva and Wilkerson have showed
that they were willing to sacrifice
for the good of the team.
The hustle and the never quit
attitude that the three combatants
put together on a dally basis made
It tough not to root for the Lady
Flames; unless you are partial to
Radford.
These girls are as tough as they
come. I have watched them play for
three years and 1 am convinced
that there Is nothing that they are
afraid of on the court.
We have seen them do whatever
it takes just so that the possession
arrow points toward the LU basket.
They have been bloody, bruised,
beat-up, battered. They have
received black eyes, have hurt fingers, have bruised knees and
Sharon even lost a tooth several
years ago and came back into the
game.
Through each and every Injury
(even the tooth-loss), the girls have
come back In to finish what they
started on the court.
In my opinion, their toughness
Is their most Impressive statistic.
Just try and count the number
of Liberty girls who would go onto
ihe court with a broken tooth. I can
only name three.
By playing no matter what condition or what the circumstance,
the "Big Three" has created a
legacy for themselves and have
carved out an amazing future for
the Lady Flames basketball teams
to come.
The names Farley, Kisseleva and
Wilkerson will go down In infamy
as they leave Liberty this spring.
Elon head coach Brenda Paul
said it best: "ft is great to know that
I will not see those three players on
the court again. They have to be
(he best that I have faced."
Sorry Paul, It appears that a trio
named Merlbeth FeensUa, Zandrique Cason and Michelle Frlcke
will now Inherit the "BigThree"
torch.

Carolina senior guard Quatrina Foster
answered back with a three-pointer of
her own to pull the Chants back within
six.
The three-point shots continued to
scorch the nets as Alison Bach knocked
in a triple at the 1:34 mark to bring
Coastal closer to the LU lead at 32-30.
Young answered right back with a trey of
her own to increase the lead to five
points.
Young finished the half with two free
throws to push the score to 3730. Kisseleva and
Young led the Lady
Flames' offensive output with 12 and 10
points in the initial 20
minutes of play.
In the second half,
Young upped the LU lead to 47-35
with 13:38 remaining in the game.
Fricke also padded the Liberty lead with
a three-pointer that extended the lead to
52-39 at the 11:35 minute mark.
Coach Carey Green pulled his
starters out of the game with 1:10
remaining in the contest with the score
72-53. Coastal was able to put a late run
together while the LU second team was
in, but the LU reserves held on for the
10 point 74-64 championship victory.
Green was more than satisfied with
the victory and the entire season. "This
has been a tough season, but it has
been a very good season too," Green
said. "The Big South tournament was a
major challenge and we are happy to be
successful there. We Just need to give all
the glory to God right now."
According to Elena Kisseleva, the
Lady Flames will be ready for the NCAA
tournament. "It is great to get there
again but it is time for us to make the
next step this year," Kisseleva said.

JOHN FISHER

UP AND IN — Freshman Zandrique Cason puts up a turnaround jumper during the championship game against Coastal Carolina.

Flames drop first game of BSC tournament
By Tim Holland, reporter

ASHEVILLE N.C— For a season that
began with such promise, it ended on a
very sour note.
The Liberty men's basketball team
finished its season Thursday evening
with a 77-63 loss at the hands of the
UNC-Asheville Bulldogs. For seniors
Carl Williams and Delawn Grandlson, it
would be the last game that they would
don the Flames uniform.
After having split their season series,
the Flames figured to have a good
chance to defeat the Bulldogs and

advance to the semi-finals of the Big
South Tournament. The teams traded
first-half baskets, and both shot a fairly
high percentage from the field as they
entered the locker rooms with the
Flames down 33-32. Williams and
Grandlson paced the team with 10
points apiece at the break.
As second half play commenced, the
teams once again traded baskets and
scoring opportunities. A Nathan Day
jumper with 13:00 minutes remaining
gave the Flames their last lead at 4442. With Just under 10 minutes to play,
the Bulldogs went on a 12-2 run that

sealed the deal for UNC-Ashevllle.
"We shot the ball fairly well up until
about 10 minutes left to the ball game,
and then it seemed like the whole roof
Just caved in." head coach Mel Hanklnson said. "The difference in that game
was us not being able to make shots
against that 2-3 zone."
Liberty made a valiant last-ditch
effort to come back against the Bulldogs, but their shots simply would not
fall as time wound down in the second
half. As the final buzzer sounded both
In the game, and on the Flames season,
the scoreboard read 77-63 UNC-

Ashevllle.
The Bulldogs were led by Matt
Osikowlcz and Big South Freshman of
the Year Andre Smith, who both scored
17 points. Grandlson and Williams led
the Flames with 17 and 11 points
respectively. The men finished the year
with a bittersweet 14-14 overall record.
Though the losses of both Grandison
and Williams will be huge, Hankinson
remained optimistic concerning the
prospects of next year's team.

Please see MEN, page 12

Baseball lifts to 8-4
By Brooke Herrmann, asst sports editor

MICHELLE WAKNER

"YOU'RE SAFE!" — Freshman Joey Monahan sprints down the first base line during
Wednesday's home game against James Madison University.
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You won"t understand their desire to
win until you taste their daily practice
schedule.
"We got together as a team and said, we
come out here everyday and work so hard
so we turned it up, intensity went up, and
we're playin' the ball we're supposed to,"
pitcher Dan Valentin said.
And the Flames have had quite a schedule as theyVe faced UVa.. UMBC, JMU,
and Winthrop so far, they stand at 8-4.
Liberty won the Winthrop series this
weekend 7-1,10-3 and, 2-7. It split with
the Eagles Sunday in a doubleheader after
a rain out Saturday.
The Flames captured the Eagles In
Sunday's first game of the series starting
their attack in the second with two runs,
followed by four runs In the third. Senior
Brian Adams earned the win with seven
strikeouts Iii six innings. In the second
game, LU struggled as the tired Flames

seemed ready to come home. Larry York
was 2-for-3 with an RBI, the only Flame
with more than one hit. The pitching staff
struggled for strikeouts as LU couldn't
throw the heat.
But, LU did begin the weekend strong
as the Flames pulled ahead in the first
Inning on Friday as Trey Miller drove in
Joey Monahan, the first of two runs. Keith
Butler then reached first on a fielder's
choice and later scored on a passed ball.
Brian Harrell pitched seven innings, striking out six, and giving up only one nm.
Valentin finished, givfng up no hits and no
runs, and striking out two.
Leadtng up to Wintiirop the Flames
took on James Madison, both at home and
away this week when LU came from
behfnd to beat JMU at home, 13-9. The
comeback began when McGayesvllle, Va.
native, Jay Sullenger, started a rally with
his career's first home run in the fifth.
Please see BASEBALL, page 13
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